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0Tnts report is written around a particular problem arising
at a particular stage in the development of Ireland from an
agricultural, largely subsistence, into a fully developed modern
economy. But it is also by its subject a contribution to the
general literature on development and entrepreneurship, and
it is worth while to situate it in that context.
No two developing countries follow precisely the same course,
but in all histories ofdevelopment similar elements appear. On
the one side is the list ofproblems which all developing countries
have to solve at some stage or other; the choice and building up
of an elite and the values which it is to incorporate, the
acquisition of the tools ofdevelopment and the accumulation of
resources for it, the creation of political, educational and
physical infrastructures, the balance between the development
of different sectors, especially industrial and agricultural, and
the management of the economic and social development
process itself. On the other is the universal and necessary
tendency to proceed stepwise, concentrating in each country in
each generation on the problems which seem most important
in that generation, and then proceeding to others which seem
marginally more important in the next, rather than attempting
with limited resources to advance on all fronts at once.
The modern developmet~tt of what is now the Republic of
Ireland can be dated from the early nineteenth century, after
the Act of Union with Britain, when the initiative in Irish
affairs passed from the Anglo-Irish to the natives of the
country. A first period of four generations--the classic time-
period for a major change in the direction of a nation’s
development--was occupied with the development of a native
nationalist elite and with problems of political independence
and the control and ownership of the land. A second period
opened with independence, and has been concerned with
building a modern industri~ised society on the political,
agrarian, and nationalist foundations already laid. A first
generation of this new period concerned itself with acquiring
the tools of modern economic developmentIincluding making
the first necessary practical experiments--and with developing
tile physical infrastructure and rounding out the political
concepts and practice of the ruling elite, especially as regards
Ireland’s role in the world outside.
From this generation has followed another, tile sLxth of the
whole series, in which a swift and large-scale take-off into
industrialisation and modernisation occurred, resting on all the
work that had gone before. Economic growth, in this sixth
generation, was based in tile first instance on foreign enterprise.
But as the sixth generation has drawn on, the need has become
increasingly apparent to balance foreign with an increased
contribution from native enterprise, and it is at this point,
towards tile end of the sixth generation, that the subject of the
present report falls. As seen through tile eyes of those who are
themselves successful native industrial entrepreneurs, what
steps are needed--what has remained undone in Irish develop-
ment up to date--to multiply the number of thosc who are
willing to follow in their entrepreneurial footsteps?
Tile answer is, of course, specific to the particular problems
arising at a specific time in the specific case of Ireland, but can
also be a useful reminder of points which may be relevant to
other developing countries and to the promotion of cntre-
preneurship anywhere.
It appears that the way in which Irish entrepreneurs see
their role, and the conditions which they see as needed to
favour it, do not differ substantially from what is found in
other countries. So far as this goes, tile Irish case fits in with
only detailed modifications to the general body of findings
about entrepreneurship throughout the world.
What turns out to be, in Irish entrepreneurs’ eyes, the most
important gap is one which arises from the particular choice of
priorities made in Ireland in past generations. Ireland has done
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well, as they see it, in acquiring the economic, technical and
managerial tools for developing native enterprise, though of
course a number of particular suggestions for further improve-
ment can abvays be made. What has not been done is to
change the general culture of Ireland in ways which maximise
the propensity and capacity for practical initiative anaong the
people and espccially their capacity for industrial entrepreneur-
ship. It is possible, they indicate, to do this without sacrificing
other values of the quality oflifiz which Irish people do not wish
to give up; their own careers are often a practical illustration
of this. But it has not been done, or at any rate done on any
sufficient scalc. The message they send out is addressed, not
primarily to those who handle the technical or econonaic tools
of development, but to families, schools, collcges, and to
managcment itself as educator and trainer. It is tbat, as a result
of concentration on other aspects of development in the past,
there has been left in Ireland a cultural lag, a deficiency in the
non-academic, moral, and practical education of the people,
which needs to be made good in the interests not only of
economic growth and of the nation’s control of its own economy
but of the full development and enrichment of Irish people’s
personalities themselves.
I take this opportunity to express nay appreciation for the
patience of Irish entrepreneurs who supplied the interview
material on which this report is based, and of the people in
many fields who helpcd in the early stages of the project and
in criticising drafts. I also add my regret that, having changed
jobs and left Ireland, I have not been able to round out this
project into the full form originally planned.
h troduction
IN the league table of successful economic development,
Ireland stands high. In the middle of the nineteenth century
productivity in what is now the Republic of Ireland was at tile
level found today in India. Since then it has been multiplied in
real terms between ten and eleven times [l].
The traditional foundation of what might be called Enterprise
Ireland was livestock and especially cattle raising, with its
ancillary activities of dairying and meat processing. In the years
before independence one of the world’s most successful agrarian
revolutions was forced through, and in turn laid tile foundation
for much of the national effort in tile war for independence
itseff [2]. In the generation after independence the development
of agriculture was for a time checked. Far more farming
capacity was available than could be used for consumption
within the country, and overseas markets ceased in the ’thirties
to be open or reliable; especially the largest of all, the British
market. But this setback has since been overcome. A reasonably
stable share of the British market was negotiated, and this has
now been widened out into guaranteed access on equal terms
to the whole European market. Agriculture has begun to
develop its own industrial revolution, based on growing
application of science and a business approach to farming
itself, and on control through co-operatives of farm-based
business beyond the farm gate itself. Ireland’s agricultural
enterprise remains a sound and profitable one with excellent
prospects based on good capacity to compete.
But even with these good prospects, agriculture does not in
today’s technical conditions have the capacity to employ more
than a minority of the work force and other resources available
in Ireland. Accordingly, in the generation after independence
and the Civil War Enterprise Ireland began to diversify. The
foundations were laid for what has proved a highly successful
drive for industrialisation and the development of the tourist
trade.
The pay-off from this in terms of employment began already
in the ’thirties, but, especially on the industrial side, teetbing
troubles continued till tile end of the ’fifties. At the outset, in
the ’tbirties, tile industrial policy needed was one of self-
sufficiency, and of protection for the home market and for
Irish-owned enterprise. Only a few Irish-based industries were
strong enough to survive under fi’ee trade or to export. Time
was also needed to invent, experiment with, and institutionalise
a network of public and private agencies to promote industrial
development and steer it. But industrial protection proved a
mixed blessing. It brought new firms and jobs into existence,
and in due course tile new firms began to find their feet. But it
also kept prices bigh and saved businesses the trouble of
meeting tile more demanding standards of export markets.
Indeed it gave them a strong financial incentive not to do so [3].
It failed to create a climate of enterprise dynamic enough to
bring enough new jobs into existence to employ--even with tbe
help of the developing tourist industry--the balance of the
work force for which there was no room in agrictdture.
Step by step, especially from the middle ’fifties, Irish
economic policy accordingly moved towards promoting export-
oriented industry, capable of competing on world standards,
and towards doing this largely by bringing in foreign firms
alrcady accustomed to these standards. In effect, Enterprise
Ireland diversified again by entering into tfic business of leasing
or selling production facilitics--real estate, plant and labourI
to industry from overseas. A formidable arsenal of means for
promoting tile country’s development was built up.* Along
*’rhc list includes :I
Ipromotional and marketing services such as those of C6ras Tr~chthla, the
Industrial Development Authority, Bord Failte, IJord Bainne, or CBF.
Ifinancial services such as those of the Industrial or Agricultural Credit
Gorporatlons or the merchant and investment banks.
--training services, as of AnCO or the Irish Management Institute.
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with tbis, rather later, came a move towards free trade under
the Anglo-Irish Free Trade Agreement of 1966 and in the
EEC. Trade barriers began to be phased out.
Tbis last reorientation of Irish economic policy should not be
seen as resting on economic grounds alone. It formed part of a
more general reassessment of Ireland’s place in the world, a
search by the country for its proper place after independence.
The first trend of Irish policy in the new Irish state was to
affirm the country’s independence, both political and economic,
and to provide the means of exercising it. But this has been
followed by a further stage, a new synthesis between the
demand that Ireland should hold to its independence and its
national and cultural identity and recognition of the duty and
profit of participating in a world community. Increasingly the
trend has been to come out from the fortress, to collaborate
politically in the United Nations and other international
bodies, and to join in building areas of free trade and open
opportunity through the Anglo-Irish Free Trade Agreement
and within the EECI.
These multiple moves towards diversifying Enterprise Ireland
--building up tourism, building a small but viable industrial
capability under Irish ownership, developing the business or
leasing and selling facilities--have proved a profitable invest-
ment in terms of social as well ,as individual enterprise costs
and benefits. The pace of economic development was checked
in the second World War and again in the ’fifties. But at the
end of the ’fifties the ftdl pay-off from the development in
institutions, infrastructure [4]~ and enterprise promotion in
the previous thirty years became apparent. From t958/59
--research and advisory services, notably of the Agricultural Institute and the
Institute for Industrial I~.cscarch and Standards.
Ia solid infrastructure of housing, roads, fuel and power supplies, and industrial
estates.
Ia developed capacity for industrial work and management, including state
enterprise.
Inational and regional machinery for economic planning: and a general re-
orientation of the machinet3, of government towards development rather
than administration:
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unemployment fell sharply, and during the ’sixties net emigra-
tion was brought down to a quarter or less of what it had been
ten or fifteen years before. A qualitative change became
apparent in industrial relations and the labour market, a
revolution of rising expectations expressed both in demands for
a faster move towards a higher standard of living and in less
willingness to hang on to any job, however unsuitable, at any
cost. By 1969 industrial exports and employment exceeded
agricultural, and the tourist trade was adding another quarter
to the combined exports of both. The scale of business enterprise
increased. In 1938 Ireland had 15 manufacturing establish-
ments employing over 5oo. By 1958 there were 3I, and 37
firms employed this number in one establishment or more. By
tile end of the ’sixties tile number of firms of this size may have
doubled again [5]. These figures include foreign-owned firms,
but Irish firms shared in tile trend towards larger scale. By the
beginning of the ’seventies it was no longer particularly sur-
prising to see the appearance, not merely of large foreign-
owned enterprises in Ireland, but of a new Irish-owned
enterprise employing several thousands, for example the
Jefferson Smurfit Group. Nor was it any longer surprising to
find firms snch as Youghal Carpets, Waterford Glass, Road-
stone-Cement, Ryans Tourist Holdings, or--on its hotel side--
Aer Lingus expanding into enterprise outside the country,
whether in their own name or by taking over foreign businesses.
And all this was in addition to the improved prospects for
farming resulting from freer trade in the EEC.
But with all this, a number of problems of economic develop-
ment have remained unresolved. Some are occasional and ad
hoc, but others concern tile permanent framework of Irish
society and the Irish economy; for example problems of
incomes policy and the distribution of wealth, or of urbanisa-
tion and regional development. Above all~ great though
the improvement in tile position over unemployment and
emigration has been, the pace of economic development had
continued to fall well short of what is needed to permit full
utilisation of the work force. Unemployment as officially
recorded has remained since the mid-’sixties around 6 per cent
or 7 per cent of the insured work force, a very high figure by
the standards of the rest of Europe. Unemployment among
married women (other than on farms, and other than widows)
willing and available for work was running in the early
’seventies around 3° per cent and little of it was registered in
the official statistics [6]. Though many uneconomic farms and
much of the surplus of under-employed "relatives assisting" on
farms have been eliminated [7], a substantial number of
farmers remain on holdings too small to employ them fully, and
may or may not be able to balance this by finding other work
outside farming [8]. This form of under-employment likewise
remains largely unregistered in the official statistics. ESRI
studies maderline the low quality and insecurity of many even
of those jobs which workers do manage to obtain, notably in
the construction industries [9]. The true volume of unemploy-
ment in Ireland in recent years may well have been twice or
three times .as high as the 6o,ooo to 7o,ooo officially recorded,
and there has been little prospect of new employment on the
scale required materialising quickly.
This high and continuing unemployment and under-
employment is one starting point of this paper. Impressive as
the achievements of Irish economic development in recent
decades have been, the target needs to be raised further and
the pace quickened.
The second starting point is that in so far as the new develop-
ment required isindustrial, it will for both political and economic
reasons need to come much more than in the last twenty years
from Irish-owned enterprise. Many of the most promising lines
for business development in Ireland, of course, continue to be
in areas other than in industry. Some are in farming, which for
practical purposes is whoIly Irish-owned. Others are in areas
such as tourism or financial, cultural, and communication
services; in banking (including investment banking) and
insurance, in shipping, in the export of research and pro-
fessional services, or in creating the large recreational com-
plexes which may be the next major line of development for
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tourism. In these areas problems of building new Irish organisa-
tions or strengthening existing ones to make them inter-
nationally competitive do certainly arise and would be
appropriate areas for a further study. But industrial develop-
ment will still have to play a major part, over and above
anything that may be achieved in these fields, and it is on the
Irish-owned contribution to Ireland’s further industrial devel-
opment that this paper focuses.
This contribution has not, in recent years, developed as
strongly ,as lnight have been hoped. From 196o to 197o foreign
enterprises accounted for 7° per cent of the new industrial
developments assisted by the Industrial Development Authority
and three-quarters of the capital invested in them, and there is
as yet no clear reason to expect this ratio to change in the next
few years. Foreign firms also accounted for a very substantial
proportion of the growth in this period of Irish industrial
exports [It]. At the same time there was a marked penetration
of foreign ownership into the less solidly established parts of
existing Irish industry. For 1963 the Irish Management
Institute estimated the proportion of foreign-controlled manu-
facturing firms at °_8 per cent in the case of firms employing
50o or more and 9-~o per cent of those employing from 0_0
to 499 It t]. Annette O’Toole has thrown light on the extent of
further changes in the ownership of Irish enterprises from I963
to 1969 with the help of two samples. One includes the 67 firms
which appeared between these dates in the annual Irish Times
list of the Top Fifty Irish-registered companies in the private
sector, mainly in industry. The other covers 0_io firms other
than those in the Top Fifty, I I5 in manufacturing and 95 in
distribution and services.
Among the Top Fifty companies there was in these years a
net loss of four to foreign control. Fifty-five companies were
Irish-controlled at the beginning of the period and x0_ foreign-
controlled. Six passed during the period from Irish to foreign
control. But in two firms control changed in the opposite
direction, and in all the 67 companies together, the proportion
of equity capital owned in Ireland increased fractionally, from
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72 per cent to 73 per cent. The appeal of these companies to
the Irish public also widened. Tim number of their equity
shareholders in Ireland, other than banks, institutions and
enterprises, rose from 35,5oo to 64,3oo and the proportion of
their.equity capital owned by shareholders with less than 5 per
cent of each company’s equity rose from 63 per cent to 66 per
cent overall, and from 76 per cent to 78 per cent in tbe case of
capital owned within the Republic. The issued equity capital of
the Irish-owned compaaies in this group was £20,785,000 in
1963 and £37,18%ooo in 1969. In this group, therefore, though
there was some extension of foreign ownership in terms of the
numbe.r of companies controlled, wben all criteria are con-
sidered together it cannot be said that Irish ownership ’,gas
more than marginally impaired.
But the other sample, including a high proportion of smaller
firms, in general family-owned and tightly held, offers a less
favourablc picture, at least as regards nmnufacturing. Distribu-
tion and services remained overwhelmingly Irish-owned
throughout; out of a total of 83 Irish-owned firms in these
categories in tbls particular sample, only one transfer to foreign
control was recorded. In manufacturing, on the other hand,
out of 1o7 firms for which a record is available back to 1963,
26 were already at that date foreign-controlled, and there were
12 further transfers to foreign control during the period, offset
by only two transfers to control in Ireland. The issued equity
capital of the 81 Irish-controlled firms in 1963 was £5,656,000.
In 1969, after six ycars of development and a one-third fall in
the value of money, the corresponding figure for the 75
recorded .as then Irish-controlled--including some for which
there is no record for r963--was no more than £6,508,000.
Neither the naanufactnring nor the distributive and service
firms in this sample widened their appeal to the Irish public in
the way that occurred in the Top Fifty. Taking all the firms in
this sample together, in distribution and services as well as in
manufacturing, the nnmber of their shareholders in the
Republic, other titan banks, institutions and other enterprises,
remained nearly the same at the end of the period as at the
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beginning, 13,9oo against 13,8oo. The ownership of their
equity capital remained overwhelmingly--from 8o per cent
upwards, according to the industry or industry group---in the
hands of personal owners, controlling shareholders, or owners
of 5 per .cent or more of the equity. It tended to be more
concentrated at the end of the period than at the start.
The high foreign share in new enterprise in Ireland, not
offset, in spite of some remarkable success stories, by a balancing
degree of expansion and of maintenance of Irish ownership in
existing Irish-owned business and especially industry, has on
the whole been accepted by Irish opinion in the short run, but
on both economic and political grounds seems unlikely to be
accepted so single-mindedly in future.
The selling or leasing of sites and productima facilities to
overseas firms is as acceptable and profitable a form of business
as any other, and there is no reason why the country should
withdraw from it. It has brought in greatly needed foreign
capital and technical, marketing and managerial know-how.
Certain branches of business in Ireland, for example in
electronics, would find it hard to survive on even their existing
scale without a close link to the research, development, or
marketing facilities of large international firms [12]. Foreign
investment has raised employment and, since special encourage-
ment has been given to firms with a strong export potential,
has made a net positive contribution to the flow of foreign
exchange.
But though this sort of business is advantageous to the cotmtry
and well worth maintaining, over-specialisation in it could
prove as risky as over-specialisation in any other field. Great
though its contribution to Irish employment has been, it has
still not been great enough to close the gap between the number
employed in other types of enterprise and the full potential
work force. Some at least of the employment it has given has
been less secure than if it were in firms rooted in the country.
Marginal plants are more at risk than an international firm’s
main production facilities.
A conglomeration of plants directed and managed from
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abroad, and established primarily to meet foreign needs, does
not in practice knit easily together into a co-operative, mutually
reinforcing Irish business network capable of generating its
own new departures. Foreign business brings new brains into
the country, but does not provide as much opportunity for top
business leadership within the country as native firms. At the
highest level, reliance on it has encouraged a brain-drain out
of Ireland. There is reason to think tbat the flow of foreign
exchange resulting from foreign enterprise will be markedly less
favourable in the long run, when the return flow of profits
gathers strength, than it has been hitherto. Last but not least,
over-speciallsation in the business of leasing production
facilities to foreign industrialists risks leaving the country
without enough autonomous capacity for entering other,
perhaps more profitable, branches of business at home and
overseas. Tbe business of leasing facilities, profitable as it may
be, is, after all, only one line of industrial enterprise among
others.
Access to Ibreign know-how can be obtained, as by certain
firms in the present enquiry, under arrangements for association
falling well short of foreign control, and the argument on
foreign know-how can, in any case, be turned on its head once
it is placed in the wider context of national culture and
development. Ireland is a country which has, and intends to
keep, its own cultural identity, and people commonly, though
vaguely~ feel that this identity will and should be reflected in
¯ working life as well as in patterns of consumption and other
non-work activity. Foreign methods and products enrich a
national culture up to a certain, not too clearly specified, point.
Beyond this point they may drown it. Existing identity may be
lost and a new identity prevented from emerging.
It is especially at this point that economic arguments merge
into political. As time has gone by it has been possible to sense
in the country a rising political feeling that reliance on foreign
industry is being carried too far for Ireland’s economic security,
cultural identity, and national self-determination. In the words
of the Taoi.seach, Jack Lynch, in 197o: "I would be perturbed
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if the main thrust of innovation continued to come from firms
with foreign conncctions" [i3]. This fceling has been high-
lighted particularly at times when jobs have been at risk, and
in relation to one or two special sectors, notably mining [14].
There is reason to cxpect it to become more general as it has
done, for example, in Canada, if the high foreign share in new
enterprise continues, while at the same time Irish people
become increasingly aware, not least through working in these
same foreign enterprises, that it is within their own capacity
to play a larger part. It is one thing to welcome foreign enter-
prise in an nnder-employed agricultural economy where the
choice, at least for the short run, is or appears to be foreign
enterprise or nothing. It is another to be dominated by it at a
tlme when native capacity for cnterprise has been built up, and
not only exists but is known to do so.
The type of policy for which a case is now emerging may be
illustrated from a non-industrial field, that of banking. Here
a policy designed to meet considerations like those just set out
has been in operation for some time. To quote a banking
informant:
For some years past, since I965, the Central Bank has
taken the view that the bulk of the banking industry
should be predominantly in Irish hands. The banking
industry is essentially a service industry, and of its nature
offers considerable scope for utilising native skills of an
innovative nature. It was felt that most of the activities of
banking could be carried out by domestic banks and that
this was an area highly suited to developing and employing
Irish skills and capital.
¯ .. In addition to employing Irish resources, the domestic
orientation of Irish banking was encouraged because it was
considered essential to have a banking system which would
be intimately aware of, and fidly responsive to, the
financial requirements of local development. Because the
senior management of foreign banks are often only in the
country for a fairly limited length of time it was felt that
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foreign banks might not be fully attuned to Irish conditions
or might not fully appreciate tlle nature of Irish policy
objectives. For example, some foreign banks might be
unwilling to give considerable support to some Irish
customers through long periods of adjustment arising from
external competition .... While a limited number of
foreign banks arc needed to give access to new sources of
capital from abroad and to provide skills or services
which would not otherwise be available, it was felt that
foreign banks should not be given a free hand. Irish banks
are capable of providing the financial services needed and
are encouraged to do so. However, the presence of a
limited number of foreignbanks acts as a stimulus to the
domestic banks to expand and develop, while at the same
time ensuring that banking in Ireland is mainly Irish
controlled.
The point of banking policy has not been simply to reserve
a share of the Irish market for Irish banks. It has been to
maintain and develop the strength of the Irish banks so that
they may be as well able to take advantage ofopportunitles to
expand banking business abroad ,as foreign banks have proved
to be to expand their business in Ireland; especially in the light
of EEC’s provision for freedom of establishment of banking
businesses throughout the Community. Similar considerations
arise, for example, in the insurance industry. How can the Irish
insurance companies, which in their own field are much smaller
and weaker than the Irish banks~ be strengthened, and if
necessary unified, so as to make them capable, not merely of
holding their own against increasingly strong overseas com-
petition, but of themselves competing effectively in European
and world markets?
What then needs to be done to enable Enterprise Ireland to
diversify once more, this time by building up faster than
hitherto its own autonomous, Irish-owned capacity for industrial
enterprise, not only on at least as big a scale as in the ’thirties
but in the very different conditions of an open European
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market where world competitive standards must be met from
the start? A good practical starting point is to ask: how does the
answer to this question look from the point of view of successful
Irish entrepreneurs themselves? These are the men who have
built successful new businesses or have reconstructed, diversi-
fied, and expanded older businesses to a degree that amounts
to the same thing. What do they see as the factors in themselves
or in Irish society and the Irish economy which have helped
their success, and what suggestions have they for policies
which might help a growing number of others to follow in
their footsteps?
The answers below are based on taped* interviews in the
summer of 197~ with ~2 entrepreneurs from a wide variety of
manufacturing industry, from Dublin across to the West Coast
and from the Border to the South-West. An undertaking was
given that no recognisable reference would be made to indlvid-
ual informants or their firms. Accordingly the firms are
re-grouped for later reference under five very broad headings.
The numbers under each, and the geographical distribution of
their main works, are as follows:
Dublin Re~t of
area Leinster J~¢unster Connacht UlsWr Total
Engineering (including all
metal-working) i q z , , g
Quarry products (including
processed products) I I I I I 4
Agricultural processing (food,
drink, industrial materials) ~ -- 1 , i 4
Te-x til~ -- x ~ I __ a
Paper, printing i I -- -- --
Woodworking -- -- i i
Leather and footwear I -- -- I
Totals 4 7 5
~’
4 22
Sixteen informants founded their own firms. Six brought
about dramatic new developments in existing businesses: two
cases of expansion and diversification of firms already having
reliable markets and a sound financial position, and four of a
*One interview, with a respondent who suspected the interviewer of industrial
espionage, was conducted for the space of an hour in a vertical position; only
then was a chair offered. In this case it did not seem tactful to unveil the tape.
In another case the batteries failed half way through an interview. These two
interviews were therefore recorded from memory.
similar operation in the case of firms for which the writing
could already be seen on the wall. In size the firms range from
some of the largest in Ireland to one which was being re-
organised for a new departure, and the staff at the time of tile
interview consisted of the entrepreneur and his wife. All the
firms are in the private sector, twenty being companies and two
co-operative societies.
What is common to all these firms, apart from being Irish-
owned, is success. Informants with wide experience of Irish
industry were asked to name cases where firms had achieved
not only a financial (though that is part of the criterion) but an
entrepreneurial success, making substantial new departures in
terms of markets, products, or major reorganisation. The
entrepreneurs interviewed come from these lists, though they
are not, oFcouFsc, the only ones to appear on them. In six cases
success has rested on making a technical innovation or on being
the first to exploit it commercially. But through all 22 cases,
including these six, there also runs a common factor of
managerial efficiency, expressed sometimes in product develop-
ment and marketing, sometimes in financial or production
control, sometimes in merging and re-deploying a group of
enterprises, whether previously associated or not.
These entrepreneurs are not a representative sample of Irish
businessmen or of heads of Irish businesses generally. Their
views are, on the other hand, likely to be representative of one
group which, though small, is of key importance for the future
economic and social development of Ireland, namcly leaders
of manufacturing businesses which, in the opinion of informed
observers, bare shown particularly high capacity to emerge,
adapt and develop in current market conditions. Tile sample is,
of course, a small one, and the purpose of the enquiry has been
to get tbe range of the problem rather than to produce
definitive answers. It is a pilot enquiry designed to throw up
the questions to be asked rather than to answer them con-
clusively. Interviews were semi-structured~ and the writer has
used his judgment in classifying the answers and in weighting
entrepreneurs’ comments according to the tone of the discussion.
The original plan was that tiffs enquiry should form part of
a more comprehen..sivc study of entrepreneurship in Ireland, on
the lines of Flavia Derossi’s The l~4exican Entrepreneur [x5]. As in
previous work by the writer, it was planned to base conclusions
on data obtained in a number of ways, each crosschecking and
providing a point of departure for the others; general data
about the Irish economy and Irish society, structured attitude
surveys, and, as here, unstructured or semi-structured case
histories in which experienced informants present their ideas
and experience in their own terms [16]. Each of these
approaches is likely to contain an important part of the truth,
and to that extent can be presented on its own and stand on its
own feet. But it must also be remembered that none is fully
adequate without the others. And, since the writer has left
Ireland, it has been possible to follow only one of them.
Where the approach used is most valid is, of course, in
settiug out the views and attitudes of the entrepreneurs them-
selves. It allows firm answers to be given to such questions as:
Are successful Irish entrepreneurs, seen through their own
eyes, a different breed fi’om successful entrepreneurs else-
where? Does the problem of increasing the supply of
successful native Irish industrialists present itself in a
different gtfise from the corresponding problem in other
countries, or findings from other countries likely to be
applicable here as well?
What sort of people do they see themselves as being, and
with what sort of participation in Irish society and
impact on it?
What qualities does this particularly informed group of
obse~,ers want the Irish educational system and Irish
society generally to develop in young people, if the pro-
portion of people in the next generation who make good
as industrial entrepreneurs is to be increased?
The interviews also, however, contain many comments on
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what is being, or might be done, by institutions such as the
Industrial Development Authority, AnCO,~or the schools. Here
it must be understood that tiffs report pre~[*.nts only one side of
the story: an important side, but stl on y one. If, for cxalnpl%
informants point, as they do, to changes which might be made
in school or college courses so as to develop young people’s
entrepreneurial qualities more strongly, the action to be taken
on these proposals must depend on how they fit in with others
arising out of other objectives of the educational system. The
curriculum is one and indivisible, and it would be wrong to
set or change it in the light of one set of considerations alone. If
entrepreneurs say that school or college courses are defective in
certain respects, that is a valid and important point; but what
action this implies depends on a wider set ofconsiderations into
which it has not been possible to go here.
The Personal Background of Irish Entrepreneurs
One of the questions above, about the resemblance, or
otherwise, between Irish and other entrepreneurs, can be
given at least a partial answer right away fi’om data on the
Irish entrepreneurs’ personal background; the rest of the
answer must wait till after the chapters which summarise their
ideas and attitudes. It does not appear from this particular
sample that business enterprise in Ireland calls for people from
a different background from entrepreneurs in other countries or
presents them, in the first stages ofan enterprise, with problems
of a basically different kind.
Poverty, sudden death, and insecurity were common features
in the childhood histories of the American entrepreneurs in
Collins and Moore’s The Enterprising Aqan [i7]
, 
and so they are
in the 15resent Irish sample. Out of ~ i case histories for which
adequate family detail is available, io refer to the death of a
father or mother, illness of a father at a key-time in a boy’s life,
"domestic complications", takeover of a boy’s upbringing by
his grandparents, or difficulties over social acceptance of a
family as a result of a disapproved marriage. In probably ~ I
cases out of 21 financial pressure in the family was severe at least
towards the end of a boy’s education. ThLs figure excludes some
of the "father died’~ cases, for a dead father may still have left
wealth behind him~,’~’~but, on the other hand, includes cascs of
unbroken famlhes wlucb are ~orkmg class or large.
The education of entrepreneurs, in the American sample,
tended to be somewhat above the general level of the popula-
tion, but well below that of the regular executives of large
firms whom Collins and Moore label "hierarchs". In particular,
anaong the entrcpreneurs tile proportion of graduates was much
lower¯ These features too reappear in the Irish sample.
Typically, these Irish entrepreneurs continued in full-time
education beyond compulsory school age, but most had left by
17, and only two, both civil engineers, went on to a regular
university degree [18]. The others showed a high motivation
towards further education and training, leading to formal
qualifications through craft apprenticeships or in professional
fields such as engineering, textile technology, dairy science,
accountancy, or quantity surveying: or at any rate a higb
readiness to be tempted into it.
It probably seemed to be a shocking waste of time during
winter, you know.., sit at home and read, and one didn’t
have money in one’s pocket to have a girl or a motor car
or go to dances and so on. I had a bicycle. I remember
literally going to Rathmines and . . . I said I would like
to study something, what would you advise me to do?
So one accountant in the sample described bis entry into his
profession. In a number of informants the drive towards further
education showed itself not, or not only, in the pursuit of formal
qualifications, but in continued informal learning, through
courses as well as individually, without leading to a formal
piece of paper at the end. The history of some informants
suggests a certain casualness about whether formally to com-
plete a course and register a qualification, once the course had
yielded as much knowledge as the student needed for practical
USe.
"Business colleges and university colleges of business", say
Collins and Moore :
Offer no work really applicable to the sort of training
entrepreneurs need. The entire system of established
business and finance is organised, not to support, but to
punish the efforts of these men. A successful candidate in
the school of entrepreneurship has, above all, learned the
art of risk-taking. The educational paraphernalia of tbe
society are organised to teach men not to take risks, and
to identify and stigmatise men who are willing to take
risks. Consequently, a successful course in entrepreneur-
ship involves thorough grounding in the finding of support
outside legitimate channels, or in convincing legitimate
financial agencies that theirs is an enterprise where risk
is not present. Such skills are learned only in the school
for entrepreneurs. (Collins and Moore, p. lm.)
Tbe "school for entrepreneurs", as they see it, teaches three
subjects: drifting, or gaining a wide practical knowledge of
business by moving from one field to another, making mistakes,
and profiting fi’om the school of hard knocks: basic dealing:
and prot6gdship, or the art of how to pick up and drop partners
and supporters ~ their use dictates.
"Drifting" in the sense of moving restlessly fi’om one employ-
ment to another, as apart from trying one enterprise after
another after setting up in independent businesS, is not
common in this sample. Only two careers out of ~ clearly fit
this pattern, and only one of these (merchant navy, gambling,
public house operation) has the rather gaudy image which the
phrase "drifting" might snggest. One man had a highly varied
employment career, moving back and forth across the boun-
daries of public and private enterprise and trade organisations,
but always advancing by new routes towards new success in a
way not surprising in a successful executive in any country.
Most of those who did not move quickly into either their own
or the family business had rather straightforward careers of the
kind normal for any worker at their occupational level.
An early practical acquaintance with "basic dealing", on
the other hand, is very common in this group, and this can
include "drifting" in the different sense of experience with a
variety of enterprises. In over half the cases where data are
adequate the family background is a farm, a pub, a garage, a
shop, a manufacturing business, or the agricultural co-operative
movement. One informant noted as no small advantage his
wife’s familiarity with business through her father’s funeral
undertaking. Informants whose fathers did not themselves have
a business connection divide about equally between working
class occupations such as local authority weighman, railway-
man, or engineering craftsman, and middle class professions
such as doctor, journalist and civil servant. It is noticeable
that there is no son of a male teacher in the list--though at
least one mother was in teaching--and that the father’s early
death played a key part in starting both the journal.ist’s and the
civil servant’s son on a business career. Over and above the
advantage of a general business background in the family,
informants who went quickly into their own or lhe family
business, of course, acquired there a more direct acquaintance
with "basic dealing" for themselves, in more than one case
through failure--the "drifting" element--in an early venture.
"Protdgdship" in this group is often related to the family;
a father, or in one case a mother, who launched a young man
into business or backed him there, a brother who became a
business associate. There is a new generation of inheritors of
family businesses, says one informant, whose fathers:
Have been very wise; and when they had good bright
intelligent sons, they didn’t just bring them into the
business . . . they taught them the professionalism of
business generally . . . I drink this is one of the main
strengths of Irish business today. (Agricultural Processing.)
But informants also mention the former employer who taught
a man not only his technical trade but the art of enterprise, or
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who backed a first venture into business; thc board chairman
whose vision and strong backing made a managing director’s
innovations practicable; the bank manager who gave not only
casb but invaluable advice in the early days of a business; the
business contact who provided the lucky break into a new job
or market; the foreign firm whose association opened the way
to know-how and markets; and of course the business partner
whose abilitics and resources eomplementecl those of the
entrepreneur himself. As in tbe American study, protdgfiship
has had its negative as well as its positive side. More than one
member of the group has had to face the problem of shaking
loose from an associate who is dishonest, too conservative, or
too demanding. One speaks with appreciation of how bis father
deliberately and formally withdrew from tbe family business
when the son was ready to take over, and others of fathers who
backed the son’s own busincss even when they thought he must
be off his bead.
In other respects also the early problems of tbese businesses,
or business rcorganlsations, have lookcd very like their
American counterparts. For most of the firms starting from
scratch, cash flow, cash management, costing and pricing were
persistent problems. Basic finance came from the same variety
of sources as in other countries until a firm was well enough
established to be able to call on the hanks or other regtdar
lending institutions; own savings, selling the family home,
overlap with a paid job, finance from relatives and local
associates. Some of the new firms were able to rely fi’om the
start ou an adequate market. Others had to fight for their
markets, and most have had to work their way through the
transition from an initial successful idea or product to a
continuous process of seeking out new markets and tbe products
to match them. The reorganisers and diversifiers of existing
firms have had many of the same problems, with, in addition,
the problems of winning the support of boards and of manage-
ment and work teams used to leadership of a different and less
dynamic kind.
Givcu then, that entrepreneurship in Ireland is not cssentially
different t?om the entrepreneurship anywhere else, what is to
be done to get more of it? What have the entrepreneurs them-
selves to say about this? Their comments fall into three groups
in each case including suggestions for new policies in future.
(i) The economic and technical support system for new
enterprise in Ireland.
(ii) The cultural background: what do entrepreneurs see
as different about themselves?
(iii) The cultural background: what do these entrepreneurs
see as lacking to encourage others of equal ability to
follow their examples?
The major conclusion
Informants’ comments under these three heads are set out in
detail in the following chapters, and discussed and summarised
in a more general way in Section 4. But one major conclusion
may be anticipated right away, for it constitutes this paper’s
chief message. There was a rising tone in entrepreneurs’
comments as they moved from the economic and technical
support system for new industrial enterprise in Ireland,
through comments on Irish management and the role of
managing directors and their boards, to comments on the social
background of enterprise in Ireland. Informants had, as will be
seen, a number of suggestions to make about improvements in
the economic and technical support system and in manage-
ment, and some of these were substantial. But they were not
suggesting that the economic and technical support system or
the standards of management now being developed by the Irish
Management Institute or in leading Irish firms are in any
general way inadequate; far indeed from it, as will be seen.
There may be much more to be done under these heads in this
or that respect, but Ireland, as they see it, is in these respects
heading clearly in the right direction.
But when it comes to comments on the social background of
enterprise in Ireland, the tone is different. Ireland comes
through in these comments as a country where too many
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people still fail to acquire in their families, in tile schools and
colleges, in the Church or in work itself the qualities needed for
initiative and enterprise, whether on their own account or as
employees within an organisation; the achievement motivation,
the practical abilities, the awareness of world standards and of
tile possibilities of enterprise, even the basic moral qualities of
hard work and responsibility. The entrepreneurs who make
comments to this effect are not suggesting that Ireland should
convert itself into a mini-America; once again, far from it. They
can show from their own case that successful entreprencurshlp
in Ireland can go, not merely with maintaining the good life
at home and outside as that is understood in Ireland, but with
an enhancement of it, and with a sound sense of responsibility
to and for the community ,as well as for their own enterprise.
But they do send to all those concerned with the general and
cultural development of the people of Ireland the message that
important gaps still exist in the non-academic and moral
aspects of Irish people’s education and general formation.
These gaps result among other things, informants are saying,
in too small a supply of people who are fitted either to found
new enterprises or to work with initiative and dynamism within
them. But they also constitute a cultural deficiency of a more
general kind, a general impoverishment of Irish culture and
the quality of Irish life.
]. The Economic and Technical St,Ipport System
for New Enterprise in Ireland
THE attitudes of the predominantly small-scale entrepreneursin this group are in many ways similar to those of small
businessmen in Britain as recorded by Golby and Johns
[19]. But one particularly marked difference is that there
are not in Ireland the same "repeated and vehement complaints
that the government was biased against small business" [~o].
A central theme for one informant was the rising tide of
bureaucracy which, as he sees it, is flooding in over Ircland as
it has already flooded other countries where he has worked.
This will be taken up again below. But the general attitude is
that, while some agencies naturally do better than others and
there are identifiable gaps, the support system for new small
and medium enterprise in Ireland is as good as can be found
anywhere, and quite possibly better. This comment is not made
in ignorance: the wide range of these men’s international
contacts and experience will be illustrated below. Men ten or
fifteen years in business look back with appreciation to the
greater range and sophistication of the support system since
then. The problem now is not the support system but the lack
of entrepreneurs to take advantage of it.
There are wonderful sources of information and assistance
in this country, I think they’re ,as good as in any country
you can find. But your problem is this, there simply aren’t
enough people seeking this aid. The assistance is there, and
there are a terrific number of competent people sitting
behind desks waiting to help people such as us, but there
simply aren’t enough people doing this type of thing
(Agricultural Processing).
3°
What we offer is as good as anything the North of Ireland
has offered to me. I think that we have more of an
opportunity... (Textiles).
(a) IDA and local development agencies
In terms of favourable comments, the agency whicb comes
top of the list for these entrepreneurs is without question the
Industrial Development Authority. The Authority’s staff are
seen as practical, realistic, with good latitude for handling
individual cases, ready to put themselves to personal trouble by
coming out and seeing for themselves, and generally helpful
with advice and contacts ,as well as with finance. Their pro-
cedures are bureaucratlc--the word recurs several tlmes--and
a business man must be prepared to play the game their way.
But a number of informants see this as one aspect of a healthy
caution in dealing with new, unestablished, and often not too
well organised enterprises. It is right, as they see it, that IDA
staffshould insist on specific answers to detailed and penetrating
questions about the way a busbless is developing. Often the
preparation of a case to go to IDA h~ been a significant
incentive to a business man to think through his own plans and
problems in an organised way and to move towards setting up
proper costing, accounting and planning procedures.
Now the IDA are first class .... If you study bureaucracy
and accept that it is there, you can handle it .... You go
in and you find what they want to do, find bow they want
to do it, and forget your own ideas, just do what you are
told. You’ll get a grant out of them, you’ll get all you
want, any time you want it .... Although they are at
present bureaucratic . . . do you know that the IDA will
come out any day of the week and Sunday? I rang a
fellow last Friday about twelve o’clock, it was to do with
this machine .... He said, well, this afternoon I’ve got to
mind the kids and take the afternoon off, the wife is off
at the Horse Show and I’ve got to get the car out there.
Ah, I said, you can come out anyway. You know, there
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was no messing, and he came out because he was
interested ... (Engineering).
When you talk of developing a small industry.., there is a
great deal of work to be done in research and development.
¯ . . You’ve got to make a feasibility study. We’ve got to
get down to the level of talking about site . . . type of
building . . . what funds we need, where the funds are
going to come from, what capital charges will we have...
where are we going to get a manager.., at what point
are we going to break even, where are we going to buy
our raw materials. We’re going to have a source of supply
from five or six different companies; we must get in touch
with each of these to get their conditions. We’ve got to
look round locally for people with skills .... we’ve got to
look to the market, at the possibility ofselling to the North
of England or Paris .... Before we could even talk to a
bank or the IDA or before one could seek one’s own funds
we have to go through all of the motions .... The grant
towards that and the assistance in this country only starts
at the point in time where the proposal is made .... Ifone
could arrange a system ofgrant assistance for the compiling
of... studies... (to consider applications for this purpose)
from communities or from development organisations or
individuals.., firstly, you’re encouraging people to think,
you’re encouraging them to work in an area of activity
which would be a learning process for them. In the event
of nothing happening, at least people will have learnt
something. The State will have learnt something because
of the report that will be made. And then there’s always
the possibility that a project and jobs can be created
(Agricultural Processing).
A third criticism pressed particularly strongly by one infor-
mant, but also raised by implication by several others, is about
the relation between the IDA’s action at national and inter-
national level and the efforts of local development organisa-
tions. Some of the businesses covered have benefited from the
work of well-run local development agencies which provided
serviced land and perhaps were prepared to build a factory;
which contacted prospective occupiers, offered them acceptable
terms, and generally helped and serviced them. The work of
several County Development Officers was also well spoken of.
Local authorities, it was pointed outs could be helpftd over
housing or technical education. In one town where an industrial
site was hard to find it was, in the end, provided by the parish
priest. Local business or professional men had in some cases
joined with an entrepreneur to back a new enterprise with
finance~ serviccs, or the opportunity of doing local business, and
in at least one case had used their own business contacts over-
seas to interest foreign firms, in coming to their district. But
there were at least as many cases where local support was non-
existent or disorganiscd, and alleged facilities were such as an
industrialist would be unlikely to take seriously.
The people who had old yards with crumbling decayed
walls and services not worth speaking about~ probably old
pigsties in the corner.., were asking such ridiculous prices
with no relation whatever to the future development of the
town, let alone the value of the property, that we gave
up... (Engineering).
They call it an industrial estate. There’s neither water,
sewerage, telephone, electric or none other. Then they
invitc people in to have a factory, and they bring them
around, and thcre’s just a wilderness, there’s trees and
shrubs, and . . . be’s got to make a road into it and get
the sewerage and water (Quarry Products).
I found myself that they would break their necks if they
found a German coming in, but they weren’t interested in
anyone of their own and couldn’t care less .... The
Council wouldn’t even give me a few houses for essential
staff coming from England (Euginecring).
The case put by one informant who is himself closely involved
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in local development work is that no coherent set of principles
has yet been established for mobilising active and effective
local participation and linking it to the IDA’s national
and international activities. "Effective" is an important
qualification, for, this informant underlined, it is wasteful to
ask of local bodies what a particular body is not qualified to
perform. In local Chambers of Commerce for example:
You’re dealing with people who have very little knowledge
of development and how development ticks, and people
like that tend only to value what is tangible, and to put
little value on funds going into a development process
(Agricultural Processing).
But local initiative need not be confined to such obvious items
,as the provision of housing or of serviced land for industrial
purposes. (Why not, another informant suggested, use the
technical schools and colleges in a positive development role, as
the base level of tecbnical and scientific advisory and propa-
ganda service, linked for example to the Institute for Industrial
Research and Standards?) If skilful use were made of local
business people’s own export and other personal contacts over-
seas, or if a local agency was prepared to employ a genuine
expert in industrial promotion, or if provision was made on the
lines just suggested for feasibility studies initiated at local level,
a number of important advantages could be obtained. The
IDA’s own efforts could be supplemented and multiplied. Its
staff is necessarily limited, and cannot possibly cover all worth-
while contacts or take all tile initiatives needed for development.
A local learning process could be set golng, and a virtuous
spiral of self-reinforcing initiatives made to evolve, "a hive of
activity and development in your town and country". And
there could be an assurance that the needs of all potential
development centres will be kept in view, and the bias in favour
of some larger centres which this informant perceives will be
avoided.
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Only one region, the Mid-West, as this informant sees it,
has been in a position to carry out a programme of this kind,
thanks to the existence there of the Shannon Free Airport
Development Company. SFADCO has teeth: money, expertise
and freedom to get on with the job. Regional development
organisations elsewhere have had none of these, and the IDA
has encouraged local initiative only in a strictly aneitlary
capacity, and discouraged direct action by business men
through their own contacts.
The only people in this country who we are told have their
function outside this country talking to industrialists are
IDA representatives.., and there is a distinct discourage-
ment of people within the regions going to other countries
to talk to people in industry (Agricultural Processing).
There could be an interesting parallel to what this informant
has in mind in the change of policy through the first decades
of action to revive the British development areas. The early
initiatives leading up to British development area policy came
from the regions. But when at last tile national government and
civil service accepted responsibility lbr a full-scale effort, local
initiative, except once again in a strictly ancillary capacity,
was squeezed out. This new approach led to misdirection of
resources, less power behind the programme and neglect of
means of action which could have been mobilised for it, and
loss of an opportunity to develop local communities’ capacity
for self-adaptation, to the disadvantage of local democracy and
community cohesiveness as well as of economic growth. But
many years passed before a hearing could be ohtained at
national level for arguments to this effect [~l].
( b ) Financial agencies; the equity gap
Once they are well established, entrepreneurs in this group
see little reason to complain of the financial facilities available
in Ireland. The banks and the Industrial Credit Company
will readily back a proposition which has the support of the
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IDA, or indeed any proposition which has manifestly solid
hacking and is presented in convincing form.
Our experience has been that if you have a good proposi-
tion, and you tabulate it properly and you present it
properly . . . there isn’t much difficulty in getting the
money. Side by side with that goes the confidence that a
financier has built up with any particular business or with
the entrepreneur .... They basically lend to the person,
and you know if your project is sound and you have built
up trust with the bank, generally there is no difficulty in
gettihg one except maybe at times of extreme tight credit
squeeze .... There are plenty of banks there, and they are
a~l biting at one another to lend moncy (Quarry Products).
I didn’t expect any mystique from the banks. The banks
require bricks and mortar generally. I am sure they throw
out a numbcr of things.., thcy shouldn’t do. But then one
has to look again at the give and take: so I found the
banking thing rc~onably good (Textiles).
Strong backing from a bank can provide useful leverage for a
reforming managing director :
The reason I couldn’t be moved was terribly simple,
because ifI moved, the bank moved with me (Agricultural
Processing).
A textile firm which went public a number of years ago notes
how people were writing in to subscribe from all over Ireland,
and other informants who reached this stage more recently also
had little difficulty in meeting their needs.
But informants do note a gap in Irish financial facilities at
an earlier stage. At the very outset of a new small enterprise,
the entrepreneur may well be able to scrape together the
relatively small amount of money needed. One man started in
business with £12, another used his wife’s savings of £13o,
another sold his house. Others had money from a family
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business---one of the biggest of all began in a business bought
by his mother for £250 after his father died--or a thousand or
two thousand pounds of savings of tbeir own~ or relied on credit
from suppliers. One oz" two were able to get bank backing even
at an early stage, though only after a good deal of shopping
around. One changed banks twice before reaching a satisfactory
arrangement. Another had difficulty in getting a bank to cash
his first big cheque from a sale at all, but eventually found
another branch whose manager looked closely into his business,
encouraged him to take a loan for expansion, and continued to
advise hin% including suggesting what proved to be a successful
new line of enterprise, Several were able to get support from
friends and business acquaintances, whether in their own
locality or further off.
The gap which informants note lies between tbis initial stage
of an enterprise and the established stage when funds flow
freely. One identified it rather precisely:
You’d get up to £5,000, no bother. You get £40,000. Now
you are in a twilight zone between that. Nobody wants to
know and nobody wants to help you in that twilight zone
(Engineering).
To say daat "nobody wants to know" about firms in this twilight
zone is clearly exaggerated. IDA grants and a variety of
investment grants are, in fact, made to firms in this bracket.
One of the IDA’s services is to link possible sources of capital
to possible small business users, and the Industrial Credit
Company or the banks may help. But, piecing together the
comments of various informants, it seems that the lack that is
felt is of a service with the following characteristics:
(i) Provision of equity capital--bearing in mind that the
risk ,as an enterprise at this stage is often very high--from
sources which can bc relied on to stay with the enterprise
through the often nerve-racking process which Collinsand
Moore call "getting through the knot-hole" to full
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establishment~ and which do not involve dominance by a
much larger outside agency. More than one informant has
had experience of "the sort of people who are with you
when things are going well, and they pull out when it is
a little bit down" (ibid.). What entrepreneurs need at this
stage is above all funds under their and their partners’
own control, money on terms that leave the control of the
business in the hands of the one or two key people on
whom its development depends.
(ii) An effective means, to this end, of channelling into
industrial enterprise the quite considerable amounts of
money available from non-industrial businesses in Ireland,
or from Irish people overseas, for example publicans and
contractors, who might be particularly interested in
backing a new small enterprise in their home town. The
promoter of an engineering business who made this last
suggestion is himself a case in point.
(iii) An associated advisory service to steer new entre-
preneurs through the tricky problems of managing cash
flow and avoiding over-trading which ave typical of small
businesses at this stage.
Informants from small and medium businesses were not too
familiar with thc possible services of mercbant banks, but, by
.contrast with bigger businesses, were liable to be suspicious of
them ; to see them as a near relative of"the millionaire bastard"
who tbreatens a take-over.
There is a big problem with merchant banks too. They are
all grabbers. They all want equity in your business, and
they want to be in a position that after a while they can
control you (Engineering).
A number were explosively critical of the role of the ordinary
banks in relation to this type of problem, or inclined to write
them offas unsuited to handling it.
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Banks we consider to be right bastards because they never
put their money where it is wanted (Engineering).
--nor do they keep closely enough in touch with the way that
the overdraft, once granted, is being used.
We have fellows here, bank managers--from the national
poiut of view they should not be brought within a thousand
miles of a customer (Leather and Footwear).
Banks are merely commercial companies, and you know
their function is basically commercial and connected with
money. It is too much to expect them to act in the national
interest in some areas (Agricultural Processing).
But the direction in which the finger points is nevertheless
rather clearly the banks. Their contribution could be direct.
As a banking informant comments, "there remains ample
scope for the hanks to adopt a more liberal approach to risk-
bearing". But it might, even more usefully, be indirect, in the
capacity of promoters and contact men rather than of direct
lenders. The banks’ network of personal contacts reaches
potential small investors throughout the country and, increas-
ingly, among the Irish in Britain ,as well. At the other end they
are or can be in close and continuing personal touch with small
entrepreneurs. What seems to be required is an investment
intermediary service operated throngh the banking network in
return for a suitable commission, bringing together reliable
small investors--not those who "pull out when it is a little bit
down", nor big and dominant investors of whom time small
entrepreneur might, with reason, be suspicious--with promising
new businesses with which the investors are unlikely otherwise
to be familiar. Some, at least, of the banks would claim that,
with time help of their merchant banking affiliates, they are
already beginning to provide this.
(c) Training
IDA is a relatively long-established institution whose efforts
entrepreneurs can judge from long, often close, practical
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experience. AnCO’s programmes under tile Industrial Training
Act of 1967 are, on the other band, relatively recent. In 1972
,
at tile time when this survey was made, only one of tile tlmee
major programmes was beyond its teething stage; direct
training of around 2,000 workers a year in AnCO’s own four
permanent and three mobile training centres. A programme to
revise the apprenticeship system w~ still at the stage of
experiment and discussion. The programme to which AnCO
itself attributes high priority, to promote company-based
training, was only just swinging into action on a full scale.
Levy-grant schemes for textiles, clothing and footwear, and
food, drink, and tobacco completed their first year ofoperation
in I972
, 
and scbemes for tile engineering and construction
industries were set up for the first time in that year. AnCO’s
stated policy is that "the first responsibility for training and
development falls on individual firms". It should and must be
made to do so, and accordingly AnCO, though it persuades
and advises firms, offers substantial financial inducements, and
if necessary administers a sharp shock to laggards, it deliberately
does not dictate what course firms shall take. AnCO’s own
estimate is that in these circumstances perhaps ten or twenty
per cent of firms are likely to respond quickly, another 5° per
cent can be influenced, tile rest will lag while they can. Overall,
it may take five, six, or seven years to secure reasonably full
penetration of company-based training througb an industry,
and in 1972 nowhere near this lapse of time had occurred in
any industry covered by a levy-grant scheme.
Entrepreneurs’ comments reflected tile uncertainties and,
especially among tile smaller firms (this is also found in
Britain) [~], often the suspicions natural at the early stage
of what can look like an expensive scheme, of a value still to be
proved.
Some comments showed awareness that AnCO is still in its
early days, and that time will be needed to judge fairly by
results.
AnCO... has a long way to go, I think, because ofits age.
It is only starting. I think the concept isgood, but.., you
wouldn’t want to lean on it too much at this lnoment of
time (Textiles).
An informant more familiar than most with the work of the
training board of his own industry, one with a strong craft
tradition, outlined the series of stages needed. A Board has to
analyse and pass a sound judgement on existing training
practices, to develop and test improved procedures designed
not merely to teach the tricks of the trade but to provide a
broad base for lifetime development in a world of changing
technology, and in doing so to educate and carry along the
many groups and interests involved. All this, he pointed out,
takes a great deal of time. His own industry was beginning at
the top, with a course for senior managers "not to get our
money back (from the training levy) but to see how we can
spend the money necessary on the industry"; not so very much
money, since, as he said, many firms are happy to pay more
for insurance than they are being asked to pay for training.
Ideally AnCO should have enough staff "to go around to
employers and spend maybe two hours with them to try and
tease out his problems with him and.., get what he
wants’~,
But among the smaller firms the level of doubt and suspicion
¯ reflected in comments about AnCO was at tbis stage bigb.
AnCO tends to serve up the wrong people with the wrong
training (Engineering).
I don’t agree with it at all. Honestly, I think it is a bit
of a farce, the way they are going about it (Quarry
Products).
AnCO have beena complete loss as faras I am concerned.
Not only did they give us no encouragement but they wrote
and told young chaps coming out of technical schools
that they wouldn’t advise them to take up jobs with us
as they couldn’t be recognised ,as an apprenticeship
(Engineering).
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We%’e got fellows from AnCO . . . I suppose they have a
varied lot to produce, but that chap hasn’t got what it
takes .... (Engineering).
If one asks what significance comments like these have for
AnCO’s programmes in the longer run, the answer is probably :
very little. Some criticisms were clearly based on misappre-
hensions. Others, equally clearly, were directed to Irish
standards of training generally, not to AnCO in particular,
for example to what were alleged to be low standards of
discipline and craftsmanship among some engineering trainees,
or conversely to the danger in Irish conditions of over-
sophisticated training. In no industry had informants had a
long enough run of experience to judge AnCO as fully as IDA
or IMI. AnCO is always, of course, likely to be at a disadvant-
age compared to, say, IDA in that, whereas IDA gives firms
money, AnCO takes it away from them, or at least defines
how they are to use their own funds. But the comments on
taxation quoted below show that these entrepreneurs are not
blind opponents of even high tax levels, nor, most of them, of
government or government activity as such. The essential
point is that timeImuch more time--is needed for AnCO to
prove or disprove its value to the full.
Even now, AnCO itself can point to substantial and appre-
ciated advances in a number of industries, over and above
the direct training of workers in AnCO’s own centres. In the
three industry groups where levy-grant schemes bad run a
full year in 1972
, 
well over 8oo full and part-time training
staff had been appointed. At a subtler level, executives in a
number of firms reported that levy-grant schemes had had a
useful shock effect in alerting boards of directors to the case
for training and loosening their purse-strings for it.
But informants’ critical comments do appear to point to
one issue of strategy which would have been important partic-
ularly in the first clays of AnCO and may still have its signifi-
cance. AnCO made an early policy decision to start its training
programmes on a broad basis, across a whole range ofindustries,
rather than feel its way in by intensive and well-researched
programmes in selected fields. When the comments of infor-
mants both favourable and unfavourable to AnCO are brought
together, it looks as if this may have been a mistake.
A more focused approach might have led to a different
accent in the type of training provision promoted. One
informant from a large firm snggested that it would have paid
to give less attention to general measures such as the appoint-
ment of training officers and more to very specific programmes,
such as the detailed on-site study of specific production and
design problems, which could have high learning value
precisely because they also have the urgent edge of immediate
need, and would be likely to be appreciated accordingly.
But what in any case could have been expectcd from a more
focused approach is better appreciation and quicker support
from employers who felt that their own particular problems
had been studied in detail and taken fully into account; a
correspondingly better demonstration effect to other employers ;
and less risk of arousing vague fears and suspicions among
employers who under the present appt*oach are brought into
AnCO’s network but not as yet fully invoh,ed. AnCO does not
and is not likely to have enough field staff to meet, over the
whole wide range of firms and organisations with which it is
concerned, the wish of one informant quoted above for staff
"to go around to all employers to try to tease out his problems
with him". Nor, given staff changes as well as the range of its
work, can it always rely at this stage on enough intensity and
continuity of staff work in a given industry to guarantee--to
pick up a comment fi’om another informant--that employers
attending a training conference for that industry can feel that
they and their problems are known well. It looks as if AnCO
began by spreading itself too thin.
The criticism which some informants directed against AnCO
was not repeated in the case of the Irish Management Institute
and other agencies providing training for managers and
supervisors. IMI courses are appreciated and used, though
naturally with varying degrees of success. The owner of one
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small firm reckoned that at the start of his business:
Any of these techniques they have, I could come back
straight the following week, and 95 per cent of the courses
I could apply straight away (Quarry Products).
Another at the same stage in the same line of business had
found IMI courses:
Helpful in a limited way. I thought they put too much
into it .... They covered too many things, you came
away with very little (Quarry Products).
partly because the group covered too wide a range ofindustries,
each with its special needs. One informant had preferred to
send a senior executive out of the country rather than to IMI,
not because of any lack of quality in IMI courses but because
participation in a residential course with foreign businessmen
would widen the executive’s horizons. Others noted the case
for in-house training geared to the l)roblems which supervisors
or managers face in their specific situation.
It was just a choice between the IMI and (a consultants’
training service). The (consultants) were more interested
in coming into your company and doing a definite
analysis on it--advising you on it. The other people just
provided management training (Engineering).
The most substantial criticism made of IMI’s activities was
linked to one already raised in the case of IDA. Granted that
good support is being provided for those who have already
started in industry, is enough being done to evangelise potential
new entrants: those who are not y..et far enough forward even
to apply for a Small Industries grant, or to benefit from the
courses in entrcpreneurship with which IMI has already
experimented for those who have reached this stage?
The Irish Management Institute do provide courses which
are excellent, particularly courses in industry and in
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things like production, finance, marketing, and general
management. They are excellent courses, just as good as
you’d find in American universities. But... these courses
are simply beamed at people who are already working
in this environment .... If they have courses in industry,
these tend ahvays to be attended hy people who are
already engaged in industrial activity .... There is very
little attempt made to get people who are involved in the
services or shopkeeping, to get these people interested in
acquiring the skills necessary to develop small indus-
tries .... In most towns you go to in Ireland, particularly
rural Ireland, you get a shopkeeping class who are very
adept at merchandising, they’ve been at it for generations :
they are very competent people, they are well educated,
they have financial resources. There is a paradox . . .
you can go into several of these small towns in depressed
areas . . . now Ballinrobe is a small town, about 2,ooo
people, and for their size they arc said to have the largest
amount of deposits of an), commtmity in Irclaud, and
there are three banks there: and yet there is no big
industry, and there is no development, and there is
absolutely no work, and . . . these funds in that town
are being used nationally to build offices in Grafton
Street or perhaps even in Drogheda. You have people in
a town such ,as that with this background in shopkeeping
and with finance and such; it should be possible for these
people to engage in a lot of useful activity in industry.
But I don’t think we’re making any attempt to educate
these people about this other type of pursuit .... In a lot
of these towns . . . people say, "Look, this is a very bad
town, all the wealthy shopkeepers, and they build no
I’actories". But what people forget is that shopkeeping is
a pursuit that is just totally remote from running an
industry (Agricultural Processing).
This informant spoke from knowledge, having himself made
successfully the transition from shopkeeping to industry in
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what, but for men like him, might have been just such a town.
His comment on America is also based on first-hand knowledge.
His proposition raises a number of questions. The Irish
Management Institute might well ask whether it, or it alone,
should have the responsibility for preaching to the unconverted.
Are there not other agencies with a more general responsibility
for education or industrial development which should share
the load? May there not be a real case for starting the respon-
sibility of a specifically Management Institute, as at present,
at the point where a newcomer has shown definite signs of
starting in the industrial field? The responsibility for action in
this area may be divided in various ways. Informants’ point
remains that more action by some agency or agencies is needed
in this area.
(d) Consultants
Informants have found consultant services easily available
in Ireland. Most have learnt to value them, but with dis-
crimination and a sharp eye for the relationship between costs
and benefits. Smaller firms have used consultants particularly
to install systems of production and financial control, larger
ones for a variety of purposes, including ideas and leverage
for the general reorganisation of management.
I persuaded the Board to bring in independct~t consultants;
not necessarily that there was anything there that the),
couldn’t do themselves, but they were so involved . . . so
close to it that they would not have the courage to take
fundamental and basic decisions. They would compromise,
and I felt tl~e results of the compromise would make the
second stage worse than the first .... They would get in
consultants to analyse the problem of how to set up a
formal management structure. This was done, and the
consultants found and then endorsed independently what
was wrong . . . and it worked out exactly as I hoped it
would (Agricultural Processing).
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But experience has taught the need to keep a cautious eye on
consultants’ competence and their capacity for producing down
to earth recommendations related to a firm’s actual conditions.
One crowd came in all right, business consultants, and
they said they’d save me £5,ooo a year .... When they’d
made their report I couldn’t see them making that much
saving (Quarry products).
I was very dubious about them. I had some experience of
constdtaneies before, and I checked with a lot of people
who had used them, and I was sceptical .... So I decided
that we would have to give them a very, vcry, tight brief,
and I was sticking to that, and we had three or four
consultants put up proposals for the same scheme, and
we eventually chose one crowd, and they were satisfactory.
[ have also no doubt that some of the others that put up
proposals hadn’t a clue what they were talking about
(Quarry ProductS).
SmaUer firms make a point of going to individual consultantS
or small partnerships, where they can expect to pick the
brains of the principals themselves.
(e) General government and trade association services: inter-firm co-
operation
An interesting difference showed itself between comments
on the usefulness of Government services such as C6ras Trfich-
t,’tla (the Export Board), the Institute for Industrial Research
and Standards, or the Department of Industry and Commerce
--in its capacity as authority for licenees, grants and other
direct services, not of overall planner--and on inter-firm co-
operation and the services of trade associations. Trade associa-
tions, for this purpose, do not include employers’ associations
dealing with industrial relations.
Comments on Government services were appreciative.
Informants suggested extensions to them, or noted that the
restricted resources of a small country set limits to what could
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he expected from them. But strong criticisms were rare.
A number of firms, for example, had used the Institute for
Industrial Research and Standards for testing materials or
products, advice on the design of small engineering products,
on equipment and machines, or on the preparation of applica-
tions to IDA, and expressed high appreciation not only of the
technical service rendered but of Institute staff’s eagerness to
help, their quick response in an emergency, and the good
co-operative relation established widl them.
I found them eager to help . . . (Engineering).
We could have a fellow down here tomorrow if we had
a problem (Quarry Products).
They employ very good men, very helpful men, men who
will come out any time of the day. They have helped me
enormously, and I try to co-operate with them; they can
use our machine tools any time they like, and we have a
very good association (Engineering).
But the same informants who made these comments also noted
that IIRS’s facilities were as yet too limited to provide for
highly specialised or complex requirements or to have a great
deal to offer to a firm which already has a high degree of
sophistication and high standards of craftsmanship. An
engineering employer engaged in developing a new invention
noted that IIR.S’s reference service, though being extended,
was still inadequate for his special needs, and pressed strongly
for developing the range of this service well beyond Irish
industry’s current needs. Even though some files might never
be used, it was worth building them up ahead of demand so
as to provide a really first-class service for the entrepreneur
entering a new line. But his comments showed that what he
missed much more in Ireland as compared to England, where
he had previously worked, was easy and regular personal
contact with key people in his field.
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The sort of technical advice which I wanted was news on
the latest products and the forthcoming products of the
leaders in the field ; what new sorts of materials and tech-
niques are going to be applied in two years’ time. When I
was in London I had a luncheon arrangement with a
group of people in these companies which led to the
dissemination of this information .... But of course I am
cut off from that here (Engineering).
This man’s business is currently small, and travel on the scale
needed to keep in touch would be a heavy charge on his cash
flow as well as on his time. Could a travel subsidy be made
available for such cases?
C6ras Tr,-lcht,’ila was also spoken of with appreciation,
though with one or two detailed criticisms on such matters as
grants which were expected but did not materlalise. An
engineering firm with rapidly growing foreign sales made a
more substantial criticism. In the view of this employer CTT
would do better to make ioo per cent grants towards firms’
own market research, carried out through the right specialist
consultants for their own field; for the information which CTT
itself can collect~ with its inevitably limited staff, though "a
considerable service, a considerable value", is of necessity
generalised and second-hand.
Several informants stressed the importance of steering clear
of politics and of ensuring that a business can stand on its
own feet without political help. One had had a sharp setback
when caught in political cross-fire on a change of government.
Others preferred not to let themselves be bitten in the first
place. "Politicians don’t work for nothing" (Engineering).
But this, of course, did not imply any objection to dealing with
Government departments at a strictly business level. Two or
three informants reported discouraging experiences with the:
Department of Industry and Commerce; pressure to use Irish
materials which were not in fact suitable, strong discourage-
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ment by the Department from projects which in fact turned
out to he winners.
The only people we had problems with were a section of
the Department of Industry and Commerce... he said it
wasn’t possible, and tried to put a spanner in the works
there (Engineering).
He said, well I’ll give you (your grant on the conditions
you are asking for) Mr X, but you won’t pull this place
round. It’s doomed (Agricultural Processing).
But these criticisms were against a background of general
appreciation for the system of grants and, generally, of indus-
trial development administered by the Department, and of
awareness that this like other branches of bureaucracy gives
results if handled the right way.
I found Industry and Commerce quite good, licence-wise.
They were prepared to do tlfings over the phone and do
things quickly (Engineering).
Industry and Commerce, here, they are a very good
department. If I want something, I go in there and fish
out the man I want, and I find I get a hundred per cent
satisfaction. It’s no use thinking that Joe Soap down the
country who is my uncle’s daughter is the cousin of so
and so who is in planning in the Ministry, so you’ll get
this. These departments are good and have some very
good men--men who are dying for somebody to come in
and talk to them (Engineering).
The right way to get resnlts from a bureaucracy does however
vary. The same informant gave this picture of how, in the
field of another department, he got a certain planning permis-
sion.
I went along and studied what was involved and who was
5o
involved, and I got the man who was going to make the
decision, and I chased him up and I got in touch with
his aunt and I said, "wherever that fellow goes, tell me",
and everywhere fie went I followed him, so he had to give
me permission.
The importunate widow still has her part to play[
Other departments and semi-state bodies were mentioned
more occasionally and briefly. One informant who contracts
with the ESB expressed appreciation of the Board’s high
standards of specification and inspection, helpful in keeping
bis own standards up to the mark. Another bad borrowed the
Irish Embassy in London for a trade exhibition. Another bad
received solid backing from the Department of Health for a
new product in that Department’s field, at a time when other
branches of government more directly concerned with indus-
trial development were sceptical. The Geological Survey was
mentioned with appreciation by one quarry products employer.
But another was highly critical of the Government for failing
to undertake prospecting work on a big enough scale, either
directly or through grants for exploration work by private
enterprise, and so to put itself in a position to recover for the
nation a more adequate part of the proceeds of the mining
industries.
Now the time you want money to finance is when you go
around digging holes. And if the Government would say,
"Look, we will finance you if you like, and if you find any-
thing we will take half of it from you in the form of tmxes",
this would be logical. Instead they give you no money to
prospect, and if you find anything you can keep the lot
(Quarry Products).
A small firm engaged in research and development
contrasted the speed and responsiveness of Industry and
Commerce with what this informant regarded as the paper-
bound approach of the Revenue Commissioners and of
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Customs and Excise; departments, as he saw it, "ruled by men
within a few years of retiring who were reared in the pre-biro
age". An engineer building a piece of prototype machinery
was likely to need small supplies of unusual components at
very short notice as his ideas developed and new ones were
suggested by trade and professional literature. In Britain he
could pick up the plmne to a firm with which he was in any
case probably in touch, and get his component sent on approval
by return of post. In Ireland, where he was less directly in
touch, he might in any case have to correspond with the
supplier. On top of this he might well have to take a day in
Dublin, as well as correspondence, to sort things out with
Customs and Excise. One answer might be to stop going by
the book; let the supplier put a small component in a plain
envelope and hope it would not be stopped. But, he suggested,
a better solution would be that, until imports are completely
freed under EEC rules:
A register should be kept of companies who are genuinely
doing design and development, and they should be given
an open cbit--open permission--to import goods up to...
(so many pounds) value at a time (Engineering).
There were a number of references to taxation, but with an
interesting and unexpected turn to them. Several informants
from large firms criticised the high level of personal taxation.
Two stressed that, at the salary levels now being reached for
even moderately senior executives in large Irish businesses,
personal taxation makes it hard to provide adequate differential
rewards for senior staff.
I don’t know anybody who works less than he might do
because of the tax situation, but I see it in my own people
here.., the discouragement of the level of tax on individ-
uals. I think it is the disappointment of it rather than the
disincentive (Agricultural Processing).
The ceiling effect of personal taxation at the levels these
informants had in mind has since been documented in the
Devlin Report on higher Government salaries [23]. Another
informant was particularly concerned because at the time of
the interview Irish corporate t,’Lxation was substantially higher
than British. Another stressed the difficulty which high tax
levels put in the way of the smaller employer trying to build
up a new business and to accumulate capital in his own
ownership, not only or primarily as an incentive, but so as to
keep control of the business in his own hands.
But here, precisely, is the interesting twist: this sort of
complai.nt did not come from those informants who were in
just this position. If they complained of taxation, it was about
procedures and paperwork rather than about tax levels. They
would point to others who had "made their million", and they
were building up successfully themselves. Even for those of
tbem who were not primarily exporters, entitled to benefit
from export tax relief, the positive side of Government finance,
and notably the grant system, seemed to be much more at
the top of their minds than the level of t,q.x.
Comments on co-operation between firms themselves, whether
through trade associations, through other forms or multi-firm
co-operation, or directly between individual firms, were much
more differentiated than those on Government services.
One area of which little was said, but where a fair amount
appeared to be happening, was that of using existing Irish
firms and organisations to assist the development of new Irish-
owned industries. A number of Irish firms are in any case
diversifying into other industries themselves. The point here
is about the help they might give to other businesses not under
their control. One informant had owed his start in business
to the backing of an English company for which he had
previously worked. That was in Britain; but similar help was
recorded in Ireland. One informant had got off the ground
thanks to generous credit from a local supplier. Another spoke
a’pprecib.tively, as just mentioned, not only of the fact of iris
having a contract with the ESB but of the value to him of the
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high standards transmitted to bim from ESB engineers. A
co-operative, over and above its help to farmers in developing
their farming business, has been able to help former members
of its staff who have set up their own.
We can give them business in many instances, or we can
give them goods to start them up, with reasonable credit
facilities, and we do (Agricultural Processing).
Public purchasing may help. Another informant was able to
base a successful export drive on a practical monopoly of the
Irish market for his product, thanks to the purchasing policy
of the Department which is the largest consumer in his field.
General protection of the Irish market, of course, had helped
to launch some of the otdcr concerns.
The question not directly raised by informants themselves,
but implicit in the record of their experience, is whether this
sort of aidIsubjcet to any limitations under EEC rules--might
not be mobilised and extended in a more organised way.
There would seem to be considerable possibilities on both the
public and the private side; a more active policy by, say, the
ESB or the Department of Posts and Telegraphs, or more
positive support by the growing number of Irish private sector
businesses which are now substantial by world standards,
especially those which are relatively technically advanced.
Comments on trade association services and other forms of
overall co-operation between firms were rare; this area did not
seem to be salient for informants. And, except where they
touched on farming and agricultural processing, comments
here tended to be negative.
The trade . . . were going to run me out of it, and they
gave me six months. I think that drove me on further
(Textiles).
Another textile manufacturer explained how efforts to rational-
ise his branch of the trade, specialise firms’ produc6on, and
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so build up stronger units in the face of growing overseas
competition collapsed through firms’ reluctance to contract out
of even marginally profitable markets, to miss short-term gains,
or to accept a sober assessment of tlac long-term possibilities of
their markets as protection disappeared. A metal fabricating
firm had gained much fi’om an informal association between
firms with related specialities which made it easier for each to
supplement the others, but commented that CII "had a
branch for metal, but they did nodaing with it". The situation
in CII’s metal branch had however now changed: "they
appointed a very good man in charge of it".
Comments like these may give too unfavourable an impres-
sion of co-operation within industry. It is, for example, possible
to quote cases, such as the leather industry [24], in which a
very effective process of rationalisation has gone on through
firms’ own initiative and readiness to co-operate. But infor-
mants’ comments seem to reflect attitudes which contrast, not
only with what they said of Government services, but with the
very different tone of comments in the minority of interviews
whlcb touched on farmers’ co-operatives or the Irish Farmers’
Association. Certainly deficiencies were perceived on this side
too. More than one informant criticised the Irish Agricultural
Organisation Society for undertaking a bigger t~k than it has
the staff, dynamism, or organization structure to carry through,
and there was strong criticism of the structure and role of
individual co-operatives. But the picture also came through of
dynamic leadership by at least some co-operatives in helping
their members to develop their business and in processing and
marketing their products, and of the Irish Farmers’ Association
as a body on which co-operatives and other organisations
engaged in rural development should, and commonly can,
rely to ensure farmers’ effective involvement and partici-
pation.
Still another contrast was with informants’ comments, not on
the specific services provided by the trade association for this
or that industry, but on the gcneral leadership offered by the
Confederation of Irish Industry, particularly as regards
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industry’s relationship to tile Government and its role in
national planning. A number of interviews took place shortly
after many of the top leaders of the CII were killed in an air
crash, and this undoubtedly added an edge to informants’
comments on general leadership. It is still significant that even
smaller business heads, themselves far from tile centre of
business affairs, recognised the crash not merely as a personal
disaster for those affected but as a setback to the country, in
the sense that men had been lost who were through the CII
making a positive and valuable contribution to the overall
shaping of the Irish economy. The head of a larger firm spelt
this contribution out more fully. Here were men who were
building a strong, unified, overall instrument for steering and
developing Irish business, getting rid of tile overlap of employ-
ers’ organisations, exploiting Ireland’s advantage as a small
country with quick communication between business and
Government leaders, where tile adaptation of national policy
to changing world conditions can be ahead of the competition.
They were beginning to educate businessmen themselves into
the attitudes needed for this. They were men with wide
horizons, aiming not only for immediate results but for a
pay-off five or more years ahead.
The same informant went on however to underline that the
unified guidance of Irish industry, capitalising on the smallness
of Ireland and the ease of communication between industry
and the Government, which he had in mind was still far from
being attained. The management of national economic policy
was still fragmented between a number of Departments and
organisations, some under leadership of the highest professional
quality, others led by men whose personal qualities might be
excellent, but who were not professionals in the economic
development field. The ideal pattern which he had in mind
would unify leadership of the development effort in the hands
of a single body not unlike the Japanese Ministry of Trade and
Industry; for the effective leadership achieved by MITI in a
large country such as Japan could be still more effective in a
small coun.try like Ireland. Among the other objects of unifica-
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tion should be the achievement of unified action by employers
and unions.
It must be emphasised that the differences of tone and
attitude noted here rest on the comments of only a small
number of businessmen, not a statistically valid sample. But
taking them as they stand, as suggestive rather than final, we
might summarise informants’ views of state and trade associa-
tion services and inter-firm co-operation as follows. Ireland has
by world standards one really large-scale industry, namely
agriculture. This sector is big enough to provide its own
leadership and services internally. But as regards industry, a
strong lead and a considerable provision of common services
is still required from the State. What the State provides is
appreciated, but with the comment that State provision needs
still to be extended and consolidated. One is reminded of
Tony O’Reilly’s proposals in 197o [25] for:
(i) the creation of a State holding company, An Bord na
mBord, "charged with the responsibility for conceiving,
collecting, analysing, developing, and in certain cases
operating enterprise in high risk situations within the
State".
(ii) The grant ofdireet trading powers to C6ras Tr~cht~.la.
"This would be of particular benefit to small companies
who aspire to export": very much as the big farming
co-operatives, or An Bord Bainne (The Dairy Board),
of which Mr O’Reilly was at one time chief.executive,
have helped farmers.                   . .
(iii) A system of overseas marketing grants for large-scale
product !aunches.                           .
The impression is that informants see the role of the CIIi and
of joint industrial action in general in helping forward the
State’s role in providing common services, and in overall
planning, as ’being currently more important and.more
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positively valuable than its role in providing services direct to
individual firms.
(f) The marketing of services to industry
The informant who spoke of the "terrific number of com-
petent people sitting behind desks waiting to help people such
as us" raised an issue which runs right through informants’
comments on successive aspects of the economic and technical
support system for new enterprise in Ireland. "Sitting behind
desks" is, of course, a metaphor; informants made it clear that
what they appreciate about the staff of the IDA or the IIRS
is precisely their willingness to get off their chairs when asked.
Tile man you want, said one, is the one who will "sit down
there on a concrete block and talk business to you" (Leather
and Footwear) and often informants reckoned that this was
the man they got.
But should not the staff of development agencies, some were
arguing, be readier to go out on the missionary and educational
circuit even when not asked, and right onto the client’s door-
step? The message that industrial enterprise is possible has to
reach tile unconverted, tile people in distribution and service
businesses as well as those who have taken their first step in
industry. Repeatedly, informants commented that even the
presence Of a successful new small industry next door to a
potential local industrialist showed little sign of inspiring him
to go and do likewise. The message ofwhat AnCO is about, and
what its long-term benefits will be, has to be delivered right
to the individual employer by people who will "spend maybe
two hours.., to try and tease out his problems with him".
I think that it would be a marvellous thing if there was a
special agency set aside with a pool of... people that had
practical experience.., and they say... "you’re delegated
to such a person for three weeks or a month, five weeks or
six weeks" (Engineering).
It was clear from interviews that many existing services do
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get delivered effectively to those they arc intended to reach.
But tile reality of the point made by these informants was
brought home to tile writer when he acted as chairman of tile
Personnel Management Committee for Irish Productivity
Year. A programme was set up to promote professional per-
sonnel management in tile many medium and even large firms
which do not ]lave it. Seminars and other generalised means
of propaganda proved to bc ways merely of preaching to tile
converted. Tile programme began to move only when a
senior personnel manager borrowed from one of the more
advanced firms took time to go around to talk to managing
directors in their own offices about what might be done and
how their particular concerns could expect to benefit. "We
were thc first", as onc merchant banker said about the banking
system in an interview preliminary to this project, "to get
on the bicycle round the country and look for entrepre-
n e u FSI ~ .
(g) Summary : points for action
In spite of informants’ generally favourable view of the
economic and technical support system for new business in
Ireland, they have enough criticisms to piece together into a
respectable llst of possible improvements.
One or another of them ,asks both for a more close-knit
national strategy, led by the Government but with the ifivolve-
ment of the CII and ICTU, and for action to multiply tile
country’s development effort by encouraging more centres of
initiative; for more, and more effective, initiative by local
business men and official or semi-officlal agencies; for more
initiative by large established firms, public or private, to start
and support new independent Irish-owned businesses; and for
more encouragement from tile Government for dispersed
initiative of both these kinds. One seems to bear an echo of
the Devlin Commission on Public Services Reorganisation and its
appendices; let there be more initiative for development from
tile central Government, but let there be more initiative from’
local government as well, The two are not alternatives, As
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G. K. Chesterton used to observe, when faced with the horns
of a dilemma it is wise to choose both.
Informants ask for more of what one can only call missionary
activity, directed to the pre-enterprise stage; not simply to
helping those who have taken their first steps towards a new
industrial enterprise but towards educating those who have
the resources and general ability for industrial entrepreneur-
ship, but are not enough in touch with the industrial field for
the spark to reach them.
They point to a number of specific cases where more might
be done to help the firm already under way: the "equity gap"
and the part which the banks might play in filling it; the case
for better backing for market research and major market
launches, and for training better geared to the final customer’s
needs; the case for a travel subsidy to encourage maintenance
of research and commercial contacts by firms too small to
carry much of this sort of expense themselves, or for a limited
free liccnce--for as long as this may continue to be needed,
under EE(3 rules--for importing minor items needed for
research and development. One informant points to the
advantage to the State of subsidising geological prospecting
and taking a large slice out of the proceeds of minerals dis-
covered, rather than pay nothing for prospecting and take
nothing from the proceeds.
And, as just said, informants point in a number of contexts
to the case for more effective marketing of existing and future
services; for more focus in the work of AnCO, and less tendency
to spread the training effort thin, and more doorstep salesman-
ship in a number of development, advisory, and training
services.
We shall return to some of these suggestions in the chapter
on General Conclusions.
2. The Cultural Background: What do
Entrepreneurs see as Different about Themselves?
ThE balance of motives and abilities, of course, differs fromone in[brmant to another. EntrepreneursU differ in their
personalities like members of any other group. But as one
interview followed another, certain common threads wove
themselves together.
( l ) Expert, practical, ready to learn
The entrepreneurs in this group see themselves first of all
as expert, professional, thoroughly on top of their job or on
their way to being so, men who have found what they are
good at doing, and are doing it to world standards of expertise.
You have to have a little bit more than the fire in the
belly: you must know what you are doing (Paper and
Printing).
They know what the customer expects; the design of an
engineering product that is acceptable in Belgium or Holland,
the quality of meat products that will sell in Italy or France,
the quality and designs of furniture or carpets that will bring
buyers back for more; the way to read back from acceptable
retail price tags to acceptable prices and ranges in shoe manu-
facturing. They have learnt or are rapidly learning professional-
ism in management, including marketing and finance. The
point about professionalism in management, not surprisingly,
comes through most strongly in comments from the larger firms
where the importance of managerial skills is greatest. But the ¯
smaller firms too have had to wrestle with the installation of
systems of cost and production control or of effective control
over their cash flow.
But informants’ expertise has a special edge on it. In the
first place they see themselves as practical men, in the sense
of men who themselves know in detail how things are made
and done and who can themselves do them. They arc financial
operators, not merely economists; management accountants
and not merely auditors. They are engineers who may them-
selves have served a craft apprenticeship, and cannot merely
design but build a machine for themselves; men who can repair
a motor-cycle or get on their backs under a car to find what is
wrong; men who look back with appreciation to what they
learnt in a technical school about machinery or concrete or
woodwork, and to the way the technical teacher might say:
"Look, fellows, there’s lots of wood over there, what do you
want to make today"? (Quarry products). Many can talk on
level terms with the man down the pit or on the lorry because
they have done the job themselves. They recognise the value
of delegation and practise it with success, but like also to keep
in touch with what is going on at the operating level of the
business.
I come in to work in the morning to do something, writing
letters : just get up from my desk and go down to a factory,
which is far better: chat to the people. It doesn’t happen
here, it happens down there (Paper and Printing).
I would be sorry, said the head of a smaller engineering
business, to grow to the point where an order went out of the
plant and I did not know what it was.
Several informants, when asked to rank their own interests
in order, firmly put engineering or invention, or construction,
or design and development at the top, though sometimes
equally with other motives such as the desire to start new
enterprises.
IfI can get this place whipped up... then I am prepared
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to let a manager run it, and he’ll make a good living out
of it, and the people working here; and then I would
prefer to stay at home and have in a basement a workshop
with a drawing hoard, and design new products: and
that is what I am interested in (Engineering).
An ini.erest in engineering is top of my list (Engineering).
Design--mostly design, and making things new all the
time (Engineering).
You ndght have done an absolutely fantastic job, and
everybody thinks it is terrific, and it /s terrific. But there
is one little aspect of it, there was a particular dimension
to get right. The rest kind of fell together. But because
tbat was wrong--though no one even saw it--you’re
hurt and you have a pain in you for the job (Engineering).
My main interest is in new enterprises and the physical
layout of them (Quarry Products).
But practicality, for these men, does not mean being narrowly
technical or preoccupied with detail.
You must have a complete mind, a hungry mind: you
must think big and be practical at the same time (Leather
and Footwear).
Practicality, for them, has a strongly commercial slant. The
same man who said that he would be happy designing on his
basement drawing board added that:
I have found that since... I became aware of... how to
translate an idea into an accomplished thing . . . my
acquisition of knowledge has got this commercial aspect
about it, and I am less inclined to involve myself in learn-
ing things which don’t have any sort of commercial
application. I wouldn’t hotber now learning the names
of the birds wh[cb inhabit our seashore, because I can see
’ m that (Engineering).
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The engineer who said that "an interest in engineering is top
of my list" is himself a time-served craftsman whose son has
in turn won top prizes for craftsmanship. But he strongly
criticised the head of another engineering firm who bought over-
elaborate general-purpose plant because he was more interested
in craftsmanship than in cost or in the customer’s idea of
design :
He’d have put the job to bed, and he had a beautiful
instrument, but he gave it with hardly any shape. He was
more attracted by the dignity of owning a capstan lathe.
He wasn’t practical (Engineering).
Still another told of how an English firm for which he had
worked had got into trouble in its Irish operation because it
was "over-efficient" for the Irish market.            ..
They were over-efficient .... They gave too much to the
customer and they went out of business .... They closed
down here, and we were all looking for jobs . .. Drawings,
now, they put too much detail . . . (Quarry Products).
An employer with a substantial export market, as well as a
quality market in Ireland, and with a keen interest in crafts-
manship, says :
We would have to do (these products) fairly well, and we
would have to do them at a reasonable price. And my
theory wasiabout 95 per cent perfect, if you like, without
going the ~oo per cent which in fact would Cost twice
as much (Paper and Printing).
Another informant explains how his firm got into trouble
because an inexperienced marketing manager had been too
interested in glamour products and getting his name in the
paper for them, instead of in the solid basic lines which the
firm     I make and sell at a                had realised
the manager of a small plant was unsuited to the job because
he was too highly qualified, at a technical level beyond what
the plant justified, and had to replace him with a man more
suited to the rough and crude operations involved.
Besides being practical, these men see themselves as flexible.
Professionalism, one said, means first of all that there must he
"some discipline in your life in which you have acquired
capacity and knowledge"; "I happen to be an accountant".
But it also includes "the capacity to acquire an understanding
of all the other disciplines that make up the place", including
of course managerial skills (Agricultural processing). The
theme recurs again and again that an entrepreneur must keep
]earning, and have learnt how to learn. But he should not
study for the sake of studying; "you have to draw a line
somewhere, or you’re lost" (Engineering). A very large part of
informants’ technical and managerial knowledge, over and
above what they picked up on the job, was acquired ad hoc
through courses or evening classes or simply through wide
reading in technical and professional journals. One benefited
from a quiet spell for readin’g when his husiness was partly shut
down in the war, another from a prolonged illness which let
him read himself into a new field. More than one did not
bother to finish a professional training to the point that would
have given him a paper qualification, and those that did were
not ahvays sure that they had used their time to the best
advantage. Two engineers, for example, criticised the lack of
commercial content in their college courses. A quantity
surveyor had felt fi’ustrated enough as an unqualified student
to write a new textbook for his subject there and then: "and
I showed them that T could do that in three days and they
could do it in six weeks".
Informants see no contradiction between saying that you
must build on what you know you can do and adding that you
should be open-minded and flexible enough to cross the lines
of academic disciplines and to get into and understand new
fields, if that is where the course of new enterprise leads. The
head of a small firm making concrete products started by
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raising chickens and that too had been an unfamiliar business
to him. Tile head of a much larger business said :
I’m stupid enough to think I could turn my hand to
anything (Paper and Printing).
It is the jump in ideas, the ability to re-group knowledge and
think sideways, that matters.
There is a crucial thing that puts tile . . . really successful
individual right away from the manager: it’s the new idea,
it’s the thought--God, why didn’t I get that yesterday, I
should be doing that... There are very few people who
have that.., it’s not something you can train into some-
one.., something you can’t put your finger on (Paper and
Printing).
(ii) Ready to take charge, seeking new fields : confident, but with both
./bet on the ground
Two of tile most constant themes in tile interviews were the
urge these entrepreneurs feel to be out on their own, running
their own enterprises, and to be always restless and questing,
moving on to new activities, not sitting still. Many have
current plans for diversification as well as growth.
I just can’t sit down: I like to keep going (Quarry Pro-
ducts).
I’m a man of restless temperament.., a kind of rebellious
non-conformist attitude; I was rebellious at school .... I
remember when the (plant) was finally going, and I was
sitting in the office, and I said to my brother I was not
going to sit here watching the bloody machinery going
around: what will we do next? . . . My main interest is
in new enterprises and the physical layout of them . . .
like in golf, if you got a hole in one: well, a new enterprise
sets off the same elation (Quarry Products).
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One informant is careful to differentiate himself from a pre-
vious head of his business who had left it profitable but pedes-
trian, as well as vulnerable because of its narrow range of
products. Another marks himself off from firms in the same
industry who are content to "make a nice neat little profit...
without much growth" (Paper and Printing). Others come
back repeatedly to the interest and challenge of getting a new
enterprise going, of seeing it develop, of making a go of it, and
the idea of never being happy to stay put.
The point is not merely to start new businesses. It is that the
entrepreneur wants to he in full control of his husiness, whether
as owner-manager or as manging director with lull powers to
manage and with his Board well in hand and strongly behind
him. Some feel that they grew into this attitude, others remem-
ber it in themselves back through tbcir schooldays. One
generaliscs about this, and presents his own attitude as one
common to workers of all grades:
I never worked for anybody, and I don’t believe anybody
else worked Ibr anybody else .... Everybody is self-
employed (Engineering).
But most see this urge to be out on their own and to take
charge as ¢tiffcrcntiating them fi’om others.
However they may have acquired it, most informants have
this attitude strongly. One man who was bought out of one of
his companies was so unhappy as "an executive of a large
monopolistical public company" (Textiles) that hc presently
bought his company back. Small men on their way up express
reluctance to let any of their equity go, for example to a
merchant bank, and fear that at some point the pressure for
a takeover may become irresistible. The heads of the b~ggcr
firms in the group (including co-operatlves), if thcywere not
themselves in final control as founders of the firm and major
holders of its equity, took steps from the start to mark their
territorial boundaries, so to speak, and to ensure themselves ¯
adequate freedom of action against Boards, shareholders or
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members. In two of these cases sons succeeded their fathers,
one in a family business and the other when the son came up
the managerial ]adder and was next in line for the top job. In
each case the son’s feeling for independence was strong enough
for him to have left or be on the point of leaving before the
father handed over.
These are men who enjoy power, responsibility, and the
cbancc to get out from under bureaucracy, and who also
recognisc that the formal power which their positions give
them has to be justified and continually re-justified by per-
formance.
I very early discovered that I had in my position as such a
command of power... The next thing I had to do, then,
was to get and hold that power, and the only way I could
do that was by performance (Agricultural Processing).
One of their outstanding qualities, not surprisingly, is self-
confidence.
I always thought I could do it a bit better than anyone
else (Quarry Products).
Absolute faith in myself, and my ability to sell something
which I had confidence in (Textiles).
I was invited to a very important meeting in London where
there was Lord this and Sir that and God knows what
else . . . and they were laying down the law to me, what
we should be doing . . . Then in the back of my mind, a
very close associate of mine said, if ever you are stuck
for something to say, you just go to the toilet, take a
break . . . I couldn’t helI) thinking, as I sat in the cloak-
room . . . these bloody fellas . . . they are not entitled,
they are paid the salary by us to do this job . . . I went
back in, and your man tells me what to do, and then
they all agreed to it. I walked out of that thing, and I
said: from now on, take your own advice, make your
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own mistakes! You go to professional advisers . . . to
direct you, not to tell you (Paper and Printing).
(I acquired this attitude) when I realised that it was
possible for me, despite drawbacks: timat I could get there.
When I realised that I was being promoted over time heads
of people whom I regarded ~ my technical superiors,
then I or my wife had to build up this confidence in me...
As this confidence grew, then I became aware of my
potential . . . I found myself getting more and more
experience in other fields and coming u p against established
experts in those fields and finding that if I stuck to my
original ideas I very often came out on top . . . And as
my confidence grew I think I was able to call more upon
my ability (Engineering).
I don’t allow anybody to use the expression "no" or
"can’t". I never use them myself. I don’t understand the
meaning of "no" or "can’t" (Engineering).
I think that anything that is good is possible (Agricultural
Processing).
They rccognise, of course, time uncertainty of the highly
competitive situations with which they have to deal, and accept
tbeir responsibility to impose at least enough certainty to let
work proceed.
Things happen to them (others)--they don’t make things
happen (Agricultural Processing).
Only God can define what is going to happen . . . You
do a lot of hoping that what yon think is going to happen
will happen; and it is desirable that it should, because
you have indicated that it is going to laappen (Agricul-
tural Processing).
Setbacks will occur, but have to be ridden through with
determination and humour.
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Lack of morale was spreading right through the industry.
And here I said is a fight, and I like to fight. I said, right,
I’ll bloody well show them . . . When we went through
our worst year, much of the morale of some of my col-
leagues who are now excellent men was shattered . . . I
said, come in, and we reviewed wherc we were, in the
middle of a very bad situation, and I said . . . answer me
honestly, is there anything on buying, financial control,
selling or administration that we could have done that
we have not clone in the last year? And the answer came
from each instantly, no. Well, I said, in the name of God
leave it. It’s a bad year, and we can’t reproach ourselves
¯ . . Any meeting we have there will be the crack, the good
humour; that has been the philosophical approach to it,
and I feel we are geared and equipped to be forever
damn proud of what comes along (Agricultural Process-
ing).
These entrepreneurs’ confidence extends not only to them-
selves but to the country and its people. They have plenty to
say, of which more below, about avoidable deficiencies in
Irish culture as it affects enterprise. They accept as a fact of
life that some other deficiencies are at least for the moment
inevitable; for example shortages of managers and technicians
with specialised skills for which there has not hitherto been a
demand in Ireland. But running through their comments is
appreciation of Ireland ,as a country in which to live and work,
of the solid b~ic qualities of Irish workers of all grades, and o1"
their high potential once they are given their chance.
People have more talent, more strength, more power, more
knowledge, more initiative, than they really realise they
have (Engineering).
I have never seen yet an unsuccessful Irishman abroad
(ibid.)
I spend my life travelling around this world . . . and . . .
7o
I have witncssed around tbe world how successful the
Irish have been away fi’om home. If they can’t do as well
on their own ground, well, I . . . give up (Textiles).
Once Irish workers and managers have been properly trained,
they are ~ good as any; tim qualification, "once they have
been properly trained", is of course the catch, to which we shall
come back. An engineering employer referred to the good
quality of women workers in his small town:
One thing we find, which anaazed mc really--the girls arc
far better than the men, far more willing to work.., if I
was in a factory with a high proportion of women em-
ployed I would have no hesitation in having wornen right
to tbe very top in managerial positions (Engineering).
Arrned with self-confidence and a basic confidence in the
potential of the people with whom they have to work, infor-
mants present themselves as looking to wide horizons and ready
tc take substantial risks. They are reluctant to name any
definite target for the growth of their firms; it is a case of play-
ing it by ear so long as the markets come along.
Long termII wouldn’t say a set target... It is really a
question that you are so wound up in the thing now that
you can’t stop anyway . . . I wouldn’t say that there is
any specific target, just a general one to keep improving,
to keep expanding; you know, to make sure yon never
go backwards . . . I mean, make £5 million in the next
five years, and I will have £2o million made in ten years:
you know, that approach (Q.uarry Products).
I have got a parti~:ular product in mind, which if it took
off.., quite an explosion. Therefore the sky is the limit
if this thing works (Engineering).
They see that new enterprise needs flair--the ability to reach
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beyond what can be statistically justlfied--plus readiness lbr
risks.
Basically it’s a hunch you can’t just buy (Paper and
Printing, Dublin).
Physical and mental imagination and the gambler touch
is necessary for responsibility (Drink, Dublin).
Especially in the build-up stage of a new firm, they may be
willing to run very close indeed to the edge of risk.
At times it wasn’t difficult, and at other times I ran the
company so close to extinction, in the eyes of the accoun-
tant, that relations were a bit strained. So my way of
going was just to do the damn thing and then see how
we could get the money to pay for it . . . It was nerve-
racking for the more conservative people on the board
(Quarry Products).
But there are strict limits to their risk-taking, and to growth
or diversification in the short run. The other sidc of the coin
is that informants with one voice present themselves also as
cautious, moving stepwise rather than in big leaps, planning
each step carefully, aware of their personal limits and the
limits of their situation; willing, certainly, to take a gamble,
but only if it has a well-reasoned chance of success. They see
themselves as restraining their short-run claims in the interest
of the longer run; buyers of second-hand plant for a better
bargain, users of second-hand cars until the business can
genuinely afford a new one: and, even then, it may, or may
not, be a Mcrccdcs.
I think you are a sucker if you try to make yourself a
Wimbledon champion anti you only belong to Herbert
Park . . . One of the biggest mistakes I see people some-
times making is blindly overealling their hand . . . and
it is a bluff not of other people but of themselves. And
whenever I identify tbat I move in on it very quickly,
because usually tbat person is going to make an awfnl
mess of something (Agricultural Processing).
I’m always cautions about anythl.ng I do. I take a little
step and see if I can stand up after that, and then I take
a bigger step (Quarry Products).
I believe in planning five or ten ),ears ahead (Paper and
Printing).
I’m professional enough to want to see a plan for every-
thing (Agricultural Processing).
I’m prepared to gamble, anything--if I think there is a
reasonable chance of success (Engineering).
There’s one more thing too, watch out for it! . . . You
can’t take money out--you mnst be realistic about this--
until you can afford to take it out. You can’t start a business
and say: well, I own a bnsiness, I should have a Rolls
Royce. You have to do with your bicycle until you reach
the Rolls Royce stage (Engineering).
More than one informant described cases where he or some
business connection had been lured into over-tradlng, or
diversifying too soon, and had to pull back to a more modest
and limited scale of operations.
If you fall into the sin of pride . . . it is a very dangerous
thing, and you know a lot of very successful people have
clone this. They felt that . . . they can’t go wrong, and
everytifing they touch turns to gold (Quarry Products).
(iii) Creators of personal opportunity, but ruthless
On the scale that rnns from McGregor’s Theory X to his
Theory Y, these informants come definitely at the Y etad:
neither slave-drivers nor organisers of cogs in a machine, but
leaders who rely on bringing out their subordinates’ potential
for initiative, responsihility, and personal growth.
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You’ve got to give them spirit: they won’t work if you lilt
them on the head (Quarry Products).
They see themselves as either having achieved or hoping to
achieve a situation in which those wbo work for tbem stand
firmly on their own feet, take decisions for themselves, grow
personally, and sec personal opportunity opening out ahead
of thcm.
They are under no delusions about how far they have to go
to btdld the trained work force and achieve the set of work
relationshipswhich they have in mind. "It’shard to get people
to come along with you" (Leather and Footwear) is a recurring
theme.
This Roman said that Rome must burn, and in the end
he said it so often that they went out and burned the
darned thing. I think you have to say it a terrible lot of
times (Engineering).
13nt looking back on their own record, the heads of several of
the bigger firms insist that they have created a whole new
range of interest and opportunities for their managerial staff
and a new~ more open and participative, style of management.
Partly this has been a matter of defining clear responsibilities,
beginning with a clear and sharp definition of the role of the
Managing Director or General Manager himself in relation
to his board. Partly it is a matter of success, expansion~ and
resulting opportunities; the chance for staff to travel, or to
rnn a new subsidiary, or simply the change in attitudes that
comes from being ~soeiated with a buoyant, effective concern
that can cope with its environment.
A lot of the people who work for tbis company work
specifically because I’m here . . . a lot of people are
attracted to success (Paper and Printing).
Yon flex your muscles, and you are able to say to yourself,
ifI have to do anything, I can do it... This is really why
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I did this (move into export business), so thc staff would
know they could do it, and then I know myself that I
could do it, and still make a profit (Paper and Printing).
Informants are in two minds about their reaction to the
case where a successful young manager might be so buoyant
as to take off into independent business on his own. One has
in such cases offered active help to the new business to establish
itself. Another doubts whctlaer even the best of those working
for laim have the edge needed to go out on their own--"If
they did have it they wouldn’t be working lbr me" (Paper
and Printing) but is taking no risks since the time when one
executive closely involved in his plans did in fact go to another
company. "Now, anything that’s on my secret list stays with
me." Several informants express an intermediate view. Develop-
ment in firms like theirs, as well as in fields like merchant
banking, is as they see it at last breeding up a limited number
of executives who may prefer to stay with a managerial post
while good opporttmities are there, and might find it hard to
get the finance to start on their own~ but might well bc tempted
to try for their own business in certain circumstances. They
might be irritated by dissension in their firm, or scc its growth
drying up, or, increasingly, be tempted by the prospects of
owning a slice of the equity, and not merely a salary.
But whatever they may think about the man who might
leave, the plcturc that informants project particularly strongly
is of their efforts towards creating a Theory Y managerial
climate among those who continue to work tbr the firm, and
often their success in doing so.
(From the point of view of the younger people coming
up behind you . . . what is the difference now, in their
position in the kind of system you have built here, from
what you found to beg~n with?) "I’d say confidence,
opportunity, more access to people above them, less
patronage" (Agricultural Processing).
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In this firm there has been a general improvement in comnaun-
ications, an open door policy by the Managing Director, and
a clear-cut and effective system of delegation. Free-for-all
discussion has been introduced in the firm’s Executive Com-
mittee and at regular meetings between the Managing Director
and the whole body of senior and middle managers; a situation
in which, as the head of another firm said of his own similar
achievement, "there were no holds barred, and the general
manager was even fairer game for having a go at" (Agricul-
tural Processing). Another informant reports a mistake he
made before getting the right managerial climate established:
We appointed as General Manager an ex-Army chap . . .
his style of management was not a success, because being
an ex-Army man he was inclined to bang thc table and
create bureaucracy; whereas (his snccessor’s) style of
management is to send authority down along the line and
let the local area managers run their own show (Quarry
ProductS).
Organisation development plans of this kind, to elicit
positive and enthusiastic effort from employees, are not confined
to management teams.The leadership needed, informants insist,
must include a personal impact by the head of the firm right
down to shop floor level.
You must show them : you must make them feel a part of
what they are doing... The same way as I knew when I
went to the IDA that it was tip to me to sell them this
idea . . . the same with the workers coming in here. If
anyone assumes.., that they are going to settle down and
work like hell for the fellow who sits tip in this office . . .
(Textiles).
One Managing Director is in the process of pushing manage-
ment by objectives right down, level by level, to the individual
operative. He is running:
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A meet the people campaign where I hope to see every
single.., person in this group--will have lunch with me
here, just once in a lifetime, maybe twice. I talk to them
about the object of the business (Paper and Printlng).
Comments from smaller firms show awareness of the importance
of delegation to the morale and efficiency of employecs as
well as for clearing the manager’s desk, and mention some
interesting experiments in breaking up even relatively small
businesses into distinct and more manageable units or in
developing work teams and consultation.
An informant from the co-operative movement explains how
[br him this movement towards participative management and
awareness of opportunity extends out beyond his own manage-
mcnt team to his farmer members and to the transformation
of a whole countryside.
I was considered to be a semi-hmatic for spending maybe
fonr or five nights of nay winter week, maybe from
November to March, out arguing x~;]th farmers in school
houses and halls . . . after a number of years I was able
to train up other members of the staff who were able to do
the same thing, which means that we arc in very close
contact now (Agricultural Processing).
The older staff.., are respected menabers of the com-
munity, and I talk to them the way I am talking to you
now. We would, three or four of us, have a few drinks
once or twice a week, and this is what gets talked about.
Now our staff has been encouraged to participate in com-
munity activities . . . this is one of our best methods of
getting ideas across, because in actual fact this is one of
the methods where people come back in with their own
original ideas, and once people start mentioning some-
thing, you know it is time to start right away (ibid.).
We started looking at . . . the various countries in the
continent of Europe, and to see how they did things. We
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started examining that, then, in the context of what our
own people could do and would do, and we examined
ourselves to see how fast and how far we could push
them . . . Then we started selling (our plaza) . . . I thought
¯.. three years ago it would have taken us another three
years to do it, but what actually happened (is that) the
previous seven or eight years now began to pay off, in so
far as our farmers then started to push us to know why
the heck we weren’t getting on with the job. They forgot
that we introduced the idea, and they arrived at the stage
where they thought they introduced it... Our approach
to a young fellow like that was terribly simple. Here is a
chap, he wants to run a car, he needs to take the girl friend
out, she will need a couple of gins or vodkas, be will have
to take her into a ten shilling dance. In other words we
reckon he will give her ~12 a week . . . So we told him
how many cows he needed, for he had only maybe two
or three and a run-down farm. We borrowed a bit of
money for him, and we backed him tip, and after a few
years he discovered there was money in this game (ibid.).
But the tendency of these cntreprcncurs towards theory Y
must not be mistaken for abdication. There is nothing soft or
laissez-faire about the sort of participative management which
they have in mind. They arc clear that in the end it is their
personal responsibility to take necessary decisions or insist that
others take them, and that this is often a tough, time-consum-
ing, lonely, and at least in its first stages unpopular task. They
see in these terms their relationship to lheir boards as well as
to their subordinates. They respect the authority of their
boards, but arc ready to stand up to them, take risks with
them, to persuade or lever them into new attitudes. If necessary
they will force (as several informants from larger firms have
done) a restructuring of the board itself, the recruitment of
more effective directors--retiring the elderly, cutting out dead
wood, putting family members in their place--or a re-defini-
tion of the responsibilities of the board and the managing
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director. One of the sharpest impressions fi’om informants at
the head of:larger finns is of their clear vision of tile distinction
between the role of tile board and tile managing director and
their insistence that this distinction shall be properly observed,
not least in cases where boards bad let themselves become over-
involved in management.
[t is, as tbese informants see it, the duty of the cbiefexecutive,
whether owner or managing director, to lead strongly the
whole process of policy-making, to force decisions, and to take
certain of the more embarrassing decisions in person: about
reprimands, or dismissal for incompetence or inability to fit
into a team--with a golden handshakc~ where appropriate--or
redundancy.
It may also be his duty to take a tough line with tbe unions.
Few informants are antl-union, though many criticise the
unions. But several make it clear that to keep tbe business
going and its workers in jobs they have on occasion been ready
to fight even to the point of making it clear to employees, and
without any bluff, that beyond a certain point they will close
the gatcs for ever. Our company, said one informant in textiles,
has 45° working today in its X plant. Not one would be in a
job if the company had not been tough enough on previous
occasions to actually shut the gates.
More than one informant quite deliberately applies to him-
self the word "ruthless".
We have too many nice fellows in Ireland (Agricultural
Processing).
So, far from seeing any contradiction between, on the one hand~
hard, driving leadership and readiness to take sharp, person-
ally dama.ging decisions, and on the other, participative
management with wide opportunity for subordinates, these
entrepreneurs see each as the condition of the other. Participa-
tive management needs a strong, thrusting, driver who knows
how to use the brakes as well as the steering wheel and accelera-
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tor. In turn it creates the climate of confidence in which hard
but necessary measures will be discussed and accepted on their
merits.
(iv) Working to universal norms
The standards of performance which these entrepreneurs
see as relevant to thelr enterprises arc, without their ever using
such a term, universal and not particularistic.
Informants are not averse to using family finance or to
offering a first chance of employment or association in an
enterprise to family members. At least one founded his crater-
prise specifically because he saw in this the only opportunity,
at the time, of ensuring for his sons worth-while work in
Ireland and of keeping the family together. But they arc
sharply critical of family in-breeding where this means employ-
ing a less qualified family member to the disadvantage of the
business, or allowing family shareholders unfamiliar with the
business a veto right over necessary business decisions. They
criticise in the same way the maintenance of closed circles of
recruitment on religious grounds, or hiring staff, or more often
continuing existing staff in eml~loyment
, 
on grounds of personal
preference; though at the same time they note the need for
decent compensation and terms of notice for the misfits who
.may have to be dismissed when tiffs type of poficy is abandoned.
This is one of the are~ where several informants speak of
themselves as "ruthless".
Though several iuformants are themselves active in politics,
informants generally resist strongly any suggestion of using
political influence to obtain special favours for their firms. A
business must stand on its own feet if it is to stand at all. They
recognise the difficulties in which some of their own businesses
may be placed through the disappearance of protection within
EEC, but not one complains that the policy of removing special
protection for Irish industry or moving towards Europe-wide
competition on equal terms is unjustified. They have as has been
said learnt, or are learning, to work well with the Civil Service
and other bureaucracies. But one or two strongly criticlse
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bureaucracy, in Ireland as elsewhere, for in effect becoming
an end in itself; for multiplying rules and tests in a way which
may correspond to the laws of bureaucracy’s own being, but
have no relation to the more universal needs of business or of
the country at large.
Others again criticise, not trade union controls generally,
but union restrictions, for example on recruitment to the
printing trades, based not on the common and general needs
of an industry and its work force but on the internal history of
a union and on pressures from privileged groups. One infor-
mant quoted cases to support his criticism of the accountancy
profession for tolerating patchy standards among its prac-
titioners instead of the uniformly high standards that the
business world requires. Informants from the co-operative
movement objected to allowing special prices or other advantage
to favoured groups among their farmer members.
Th~ is the negative side of informants’ preference for
business rules and practices designed for the general interest
rather than as a fiddle for the advantage of this group or that.
On the positive side of what they said about this question, four
main ideas stand out:
(a) Profit
First, tbis group is unrepentantly committed to profit as the
test of a sound, socially responsible, business. Their argument
spelt itself out from one interview to another along a number
of lines.
They see profit among other things as an incentive to the
entrepreneur, money into his pocket both for his current
standard of living and by way of capital gains. Even the smaller
men in this sample could talk ofselling their business for thirty,
forty, or fifty thousand pounds, and several of the larger
owner-managers have already made their million. Informants
see this aspect of profit as especially important in the early
stages of an entrepreneurial career to the man who otherwise
would be continuing on an ordinary wage or salary.
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(First Partner) The very first rcason I went out on my own
wa.s that I wouldn’t be at all satisfied with the standard
I’d reach just having a trade .... My relations were all
well off people .... (Second Partner) We felt that we were
as intelligent as tbese people .... (Engineering).
I did civil engineering. While I was there, it struck me
that being a good engineer did not necessarily mean that
you were going to make a lot of money . . . (Quarry
Products).
This financial incentive to start as an entrepreneur is seen as
strong and effective; effective enough to embarrass informants
in some larger firms who ]lave tile problem of retaining out-
standing young managers whose net salary increases at present
tax rates can only be small, and who could hope for a good
slice of the equity if they took off into business on their own. As
these informants see it, if more entrepreneurs are wanted in
Ireland, tile incentive of profit and capital gains is not to be
despised.
But once an entrepreneur has reached financial security and
a good standard of living, as tbat is understood in Ireland, the
edge goes off this particular incentive. These men give the
impression of enjoying the good things of life.
I switch off to boating, walking, swimming, and all that
kind of stuff--outdoor life (Engineering).
Or as another happily commented, "I bought a lovely colt
this year". Moreover, as they see it, their community and those
who work for them expect this of them. The car is symbolic.
Let’s put it--I used to go around in a small car, and they
used to say: for God’s sake, will you go and buy yourself
a decent car (Leather and Footwear).
They would probably be disappointed if he didn’t live well,
be seen to live well. I mean they expect me to bave two
cars, and they’re very happy about it... on the principle
that they would like to think that their organisation can’t
afford a manager who can’t afford two cars (Agricultural
Processing).
(My Board) flamboyantly went for the largest Mercedes
¯ . . and doing as I did there was a pressure to have a
chauffeur... My own belief is, the day I’m driven I’ll have
my colleagues and the Board at a respectable distance,
saying "he wasn’t a bad chap" . . . but I did accept only
two years ago a Rover (Agricultural Processing).
A spot of display may be in order, so as to encourage the others :
The quickest way to do this is to have more people like me
going around in a dirty big car showing them what it does
for you .... I’m more intelligent than that guy, more
clever than he is, how the hell did he make it? I’m going to
make it! (Paper and Printing).
But there is a risk in overdoing this:
Flowers and a nice front entrance (to the plant) . . now
this has been misinterpreted for making stacks of money..
they don’t know what profit is (Leather and Footwear).
And this is a risk which informants do not seem in a hurry to
take, on grounds of their personal inclinations as well as of
response to public opinion.
I don’t respect people that purely respect their own personal
pocket (Paper and Printing).
These men do not give the impression of builders of marble
palaces or dwellers in ancient castles. One firm, as it happens,
has acquired a mansion for it’s headquarters, but its biggest
plant--no amenity--is in the grounds. Their offices range from
the squalid back room of a pub (though this was about to be
vacated) to the old and dignified, but are workmanlike
rather than luxurious.
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But when profit loses its edge as a personal incentive there
remain, as these entrepreneurs see it, other socially valuable
aspects of it. Profitability for the owner-manager means
independence, the chance to realise an entrepreneur’s own
ideas and to take the risks or make the swift decisions which
might not be so easy to justify to a bank, or an official superior,
or a Board not so personally identified with the firm; the
chance to snap one’s fingers at "the millionaire bastard" and
his plans for a takeover. To the managing director of the
larger firm profitability means that be has his Board and
shareholders, or in a co-operative society his members, in
control, and can expect a relatively fi’ee hand to get on with
the development of the business.
The Directors are.., sensible people, they feel that I know
my job and they leave it to me .... The other thing is that
they know nay philosophy that a business is to be profit-
able, and it is being profitable .... We always made this
acceptable profit which is very, very high for (our
industry) (Paper and Printing).
As regards the internal running of tile business, profitability
is seen as the difference between a decrepit, run-down firm in
which employees either ossify or get out and a buoyant,
dynamic concern in which they can sec opportunity and
security as well as cash advantage ahead of them.
A very decrepit industry.., when I went to it I saw some
men of what I believe was excellent potential that had
become totally "demoralised".--"We ran this business
quite blatantly . . . to make profits, because we felt that
the one measurement of planned growth, expansion,
security was the earning of profits, and that that could
be the criterion of success (Agricultural Processing).
The employee who is not up to his job may lose it under
reorganisation in a profitable and dynamic firm, but has at
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least the consolation that the funds are there to make his
handshake genuinely golden.
(There was) the inevitable inheritance of some people who
might have been carried in a family business, not being
noticed, just being recognised: "Oh, Joe does a decent
enough job".... So we have about fourteen or fifteen
people... I identified. I bought them out of the business,
and one of the advantages of being a company of this
size is the profit of the company .... We did them ex-
tremely well, and all of them have got other jobs and
have been able to relieve themselves of a house and debt,
and one fellow has achieved his life-long ambition and
has bought his own garage (Agricultural Processing).
It is only the mean Prince, ,as Machiavelli observed, who can
afford to be generous.
Last but not least, none of these entrepreneurs show any
doubt about the validity of profit as a test of his firm’s respect
for the national interest in its use of national resources. One can
detect a difference of view between informants who are
essentially operating managers and others who are themselves
experts in finance about the social value of financial operations
above the level of the firm, notably in connection with mergers
and takeovers. But as regards the validity of the profit test for
the individual industrial firm no such division shows itself. Nor
as regards firms’ market situation--questions of the environ-
ment and pollution might in some cases be a different matter--
is there any obvious economic reason why it should. Even those
firms in dais sample which at one time gained most from
protection are now in strongly competitive markets, one or two
in areas where conditions cllange literally from day to day or
even from hour to hour. Our firm still has a "good healthy
62 per cent" of the Irish market, said one managing director,
but it is not so many years since the companies now in the
group had nearly zoo per cent. The other 38 per cent has been
eaten by competition.
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It is interesting that some of the strongest comments in
support of the profit criterion, whether as an indicator of the
right use of social resources, as the basis for a dynamic enter-
prise offering its staff opportunity and humanity, or as a
means of winning elbow-room for management and the loyal
support of Boards and members, come from the co-operatlve
movement, where the test is traditionally service to the farmer,
and farmer participation, rather than profit. The implication
is not that service and participation should be thrown out of
the window. It is that the best and most appreciated service
to farmers is likely to be provided by strong, financially viable,
co-operatives which can hold their markets, give the farmer
the top price for his produce, and afford to provide first-class
professional services to help him. A co-operative’s organisation
and operating methods should be geared to this. The right form
of organisation, for example the right relation between the
Board and the General Manager or between co-operative staff
and farmers, many informants insist, looks more like that of a
well-run company under strong though participative manage-
ment than like a traditional co-operative.
(b) Service to the national and local community
In a study of Irish attitudes to wage differentials and income
policy, Hilde Behrend [26] notes that Irish respondents show
more signs than British of awareness of the community and its
problems and of what they might themselves do towards solving
them. Gorman and Molloy find that Irish managers tend to
rate Irish-owned organisations lower than foreign-owned
organisations in Ireland on a number of aspects of management
style, but give them a relatively high rating on the item:
There is in general a feeling ofgreat pride in the contribu-
tion your organisation is making to the community [27].
This type of finding is repeated in the present study. Again
and again informants come back to the direct service which
they think their enterprise is rendering, or hope it might render,
to its town or district or to the country as a whole.
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I felt thcrc bad been all awful sufficiency of people who had
died for this country. I was determined to contribute some-
thing, and did (Agricultural Processing).
I always wanted to make a contribution. You don’t have
to carry a bomb or stand up on a box.., you don’t have
to become a politician (Leather and Footwear)¯
I have stayed here myself.., because I’ve got faith in this
country . . . I would like to feel that I might be able to
contribute in some way in making Ireland a better place¯
¯ . . I wouldn’t sell out 220 men here and their families,
because I know in my heart of hearts that if one of these
boys took this over, they would close it down in a few
years’ time . . . I think basically I am a socialist at heart,
I’m terribly interested in people.., poverty and ignorance
¯.. but I don’t want to put on white robes and go up the
Himalayas (Tcxtilcs).
My home town--this is my home town... (Engineering).
An informant who had himself started an engineering firm
specifically to helI) his home town suggested that a campaign
be directed to Irish contractors and otbers who have built
businesses in Britain, and might be interested to come home
and do likewise¯
Tile co-operative movement, of course, offers particularly
great opportunities for influencing and even transforming a
whole countryside¯ This, and the social recognition and personal
satisfaction that goes with it, can be one oftbc main advantages
of working for a co-operative:
You have a very definite influence on tile course of events
in your own area, I mean you are influencing everybody’s
life¯ Tbis, of course, carries responsibilities, which . . . is
a very satisfying part of the job .... You sit down and
examine everything you do extremely carefully, because it
impinges on so many lives. You can wreck the countryside
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or you can make the countryside. And, ahhough a lot of
other people are involved, you can still walk out at the end
of the day, if you haven’t made a mistake and . . . take all
the credit for it (Agricultural Processing).
But the head of a new small commercial company also notes
with pride how the creation of his business made it possible to
buy from farmers hast year :6"4o,ooo worth of a previously
unutilised raw material, and this in a relatively poor farming
area. The farmers actively involved received around £3o0 or
£4oo--largely clear income, net of costs--and some earned up
tO ~2,000.
Several informants are involved in local or national politics.
Most of the larger employers are also involved in CII, IMI, or
other trade or Government committees.
If you’ve got any talent, good, bad or indifferent.., you’ve
got to spread it around . . . to get involved in the wider
perimeter (Paper and Printing).
But, particularly in the newer and smaller firms, therc is a
tension between these outside activities and concern for an
entrepreneur’s own business. A number of informants make it
clear that their primary sen,ice to the country, and the one to
which they give priority, is to make a success of their own
enterprise.
(c) World standards
Whether in design, technology, or professional management,
these informants show themselves very much aware of the need
to measure up to world standards. Ireland is still only creating
its own industrial tradition. There can easily be "a false
security, so far as business is concerned" (Agricultural pro-
cessing), which travel and external contacts are needed to
correct.
It frightens me to see the minds and skills wlfich foreign
businessmen have (Quarry Products).
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The outside world need be no further away than Northern
Ireland.
We’re very close to the Border here, you know, and there
are some very good business people across in the North...
in this line of business .... They got into a lot of new
ideas... I think they’re harder workers anyway .... You
know around here we’re moving a lot earlier than people
in other parts of the country, we start work a lot earlier...
and put more effort into the day too. I’d say.., it’s a lot
of influence too from people conaing across the Border...
Living as close to competition as we are, we’ve only to
make one sllp at all and we’re lost: there’s no restrictions
against stuff coming across the Border (Quarry Products).
But the countries in which these men have learnt their business
or with which they trade, reads like a role-call of the world;
textile technology from Leeds, husiness management from
Stanford, automobile technology from Dagenham and Detroit,
mechanical engineering from Germany, building technology
from Denmark, general working experience in countries from
America to Rhodesia and Mauritius, not forgetting the
merchant navy; exports to wherever the market may lead:
association with firms in Britain, France, Germany, California
or Australia. A constant theme is that it is those who have gone
out and come back who are likely to start effective new small
industries, and that in any ease travel and vigorous use of
foreign technical literature are essential to any Irish business-
man who hopes to survive in world markets today.
(d) Straight dealing.
A common theme from informants in both large and small
husinesses is the need to build a reputation for straight dealing.
From the very first I never said I would deliver it in two
weeks and I couldn’t. And that has been nay golden rule
(Quarry Products).
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It’s the quality of the raw material and tile quality of the
work~ I’m sure, that stands to us. You would hear a lot
about fresh timber, and some buyers would tell you that
they were buying from so and so, and the job was nice,
but when you moved into a house with central heatingit
turned into a circle (Woodworking).
I went out to places like Australia, South Africa, and all
over the world travelling. The first time yon were asked
--"Haha! an Irishman?", and the second time they say,
well, that’s once more tban the previous time .... The
third time they would say, well, maybe that fellow is
interested, we should talk to him a little bit more. The
fourth time, tbey think you mean business .... We have
this backlash of going out selling so much of this or making
excuses . . . this is our track record. So many have gone
out, hop on an Aer Lingus jet and to America, and say
"Jesus how are you?" to the Americans, "I can make
this number of chairs and carpets". And we have left a
train of disaster after us (Textiles).
We still have to live down the total dishonesty of those who
sold meat in England . . . the bad quality.., heifers sold,
bought, and delivered genuinely for three weeks, and then
the cows...and . . . any trick of the loop work . . . Our
reputation is known now in Genoa, Milan, Rome,
Antwerp, anywhere you like, for one reason: this is the
Irish firm who do what they say (Agricultural Processing).
Honesty and integrity, so get those right! (Leather and
Footwear).
(e) Hard work but human living
The philosophy of a hard and honest day’s work belongs
naturally together with the philosophy of straight dealing, and
informants have plenty to say about it. Several note how work
habits in Ireland have been changing. A textile manufacturer
said that when he started in business it was hard to get an
9°
appointment in Dublin before to, and the first business of the
day was likely to be to go out for coffee to Bewley’s. Today you
could rely on making an appointment for 8.3o. The senior
staff of another firm had been used to coming in towards xo;
now the Managing Director could expect them in from 8
onwards. Several informants said they had difficulty in getting
over to the rest of their employees the message of real work, but
still felt they were making progress.
They are not interested in doing overtime. They just
want to plodder along. There’s no enthusiasm about them
at all, they don’t want to get up off their backsides at all.
7° per cent of the people are like that .... We find we
can train them out of it, but it is difficult (Engineering).
Informants report themselves personally as hard workers,
stubborn, staying with the job, capable of long hours and
sustained bursts when that is required, especially [br getting a
business or a new project off the ground. If necessary they are
prepared to take big risks with their family llfe in the start-up
period or while a rush is on.
In our earlier days I . . . probably stretched nay marriage
to its limits by being away from home . . . I realist now
how near the wind I must have sailed (Textiles).
When the second boy was 14 and was a bit of a problem,
straight from the shoulder he said to me that: "Well,
Daddy, when you worked to twelve or one in the morning
reorganising (the business) you were no help to me" . . . It
was a fair comment.., and I know that it made it very
hard for my wife at the time (Agricultural Proccssing).
For their own part they are not complaining, for they enjoy
their work.
The fact is that business is the most fascinating game.
When I was feeling a bit low some time ago I said, imagine
facing another nine years of these kinds of belly-aches; and
this . . . man said, I’d rather face another nine years of
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belly-aches than nine years of no belly-aches .... There is
nothing so bad as a perpetual holiday.., dying in harness
is a true saying (Quarry products).
You go on to something all the time, there is no such thing
as a dead stop, or dead level. But you get a good kick out of
it (Engineering).
I never look on this place as business or work. I enjoy
everything (Engineering).
But in the end there is always a reservation, which one man
expressed thus :
Let’s get the living right first anyway .... An employer
who’s wound up--he can’t go into a pub and talk simply--
he is always under pressure, he is tbinking about the next
move--is he living at all? (Leather and Footwear).
By all means put in the long hours and the hard burst of work
needed to get a project started, says another; but then take time
off, go off for a cruise or whatever it may be. Work five hours
in tbe day if you wish, says still another, but work it in five
hours, not in eight or more. In interview after interview
informants say that they will work full time and if necessary
overtime during the working week, but when Friday night
comes the switch is thrown off; the time has come for free time,
for the family, or sport, or for that matter for politics, playing
in an orchestra, or simply a few drinks with friends. Time must
be kept for the other side of life and for enjoying the amenities
of Ireland. More than one informant is, or has been, eminent
enough in his own leisure-interest field to be easily identifiable
if the field were named here.
Wives are reported generally as home-centred and sup-
portive; someone to talk to, interested in the business, but
unlikely to be actively involved in it. One man who says that
he can never really turn off from the job appreciates home life
as "a part of the day when you don’t have to make decisions"
(Engineering). Some wives become actively involved at the
start: they put in their savings, or did the clerical work:
l[ the girls weren’t out there she’s quite capable of coming
up tomorrow, and she knows exactly what’s going on
(Engineering).
--or provided a financial safety-net through theil~ own earnings
,as a nurse or in the pub. But by tbe time the business is well
developed they fade into the home background. They have
fringe bencfits~ over and above the generally bigb standard of
living of a successful businessman. A small employer might bc
able to organise the building of a house at a speed, or at a stage
in his career, or to a standard, which the ordinary employee
could not match. One, at the time of interview, was within a
week or two of completing, in two months from the start of
work, a large home on the most superb site the author has met
around Dublin, and at a cost which sounded, to say the least,
modest. For the wife of the head of a larger business there is
pride in her husband’s nationally-known achievement.
She is extremely proud of me and my performance ....
When she comes here to Dublin you walk into the
Shelbourne and you will find people who say "Hello" to
me... and as well as that, because of me, she is emotionally
involved in (the business) (Agricultural Processing).
But even in hnsbands’ statements there comes through the
impression of a not entirely resolved tension between home and
work, whicb may not disappear even when the most urgent
pressures of the early days of a business are over. An older
man long at the head of an established firm says:
When I go home at night I have very little energy, so
my . . . wife has developed quite a wide circle of women
friends, and fortunately she is sociable and likes to chat
with them. We both agreed that I wasn’t a bit sociable.
I see people during the day, and at night I like to have
solitude (Quarry Products).
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There is, however, one source from which relief for wives in
a case like this may be on the way. Several heads of larger
businesses insist that time pace of work and strain of decisions
for men at their level is such, if they are doing their job
properly, that it would he wrong to delay retirement to tile
customary age of 65. One is himself drol)ping off from time
chief executive job before he is 5o. Another had advised his
Board to bring the regular age of retirement back from 65 to 6o.
Another has a keen eye for the day when he himself may feel
that :
I don’t want to do something, or want to spend a lot more
time away from this thing to play golf, or even get into
a situation in my mind whereby I want to sell this com-
pany. (Then) it’s time I went (Textiles).
None of these men is likely to become unemployed. They have
plenty of other interests, commercial or otherwise. But the
pressure of a top executive job is something from which, if their
own policies are adopted, their wives as well as they themselves
can hope to see them escape.
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3. Then What of the Others?
~I"~ t~ point of aski~ag entrepreneurs about the factors, attitudes
and motivations they see as underlying their success is not
only to find how they perceive their own history. It is also to
find what differences they see between themselves and others
who have not followed in their footsteps, and what gaps they
think need to be filled if the country is to generate more
Irish-owned enterprise.
Many of their comments on recent trends in Ireland affecting
this, including several already quoted, are strongly positive.
Informants point to the general transformation of the economy
and the standard of living in the last generations and to signs
of the emergence of a new business class, of which they them-
selves are examples, but including also a new class of able
financial operators in tim banks and other financial institutions.
They express appreciation of the lead given by certain semi-
State bodies, for example Bord Bainne, directly in trading or
other operating activities as well as through services like those
of IDA to private entreprenenrs. The fuller version of one
informant’s comment quoted earlier is that:
Industry today is being run well, not . . . in an inherited
capacity but.., by professlonal people.., the people who
are now in their late thirties or early forties. These in
some cases are the inheritors of family businesses, or of
family businesses which are now public companies .... But
their fathers have been very wise, and when they had
good bright intelligent sons, they didn’t just bring them
into the business .... They taught them the professionalism
of business generally (Agricultural Processing).
Another commented on how the old closed circles of Protestant
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and Catholic businesses are beginning to break down. An
informant from a co-operative noted the emergence of a new,
lively and receptive generation of young farmers in his area,
readily accessible to a strong lead from their co-operative. A
number of informants, as has been said, expressed their general
faith in the basic qualities and potential of Irish workers anti
managers.
One hypothesis in mind at the beginning of the enquiry was
that there might be some suspicion or jealousy of the local man
who had made good in a new industrial enterprise, and that
tiffs might discourage enterprise in the first place or put the
brake on it later. But informants gave practically no support
to this. There might be little or no active support in a local
community for a new enterprise; we return to this below. Local
people might ask whether there was not some bidden support
to ensure so surprising a success. But any local discouragement
was likely to take the form of scepticism, not opposition.
A lot of them are bewiMered, I’d say. A lot of them come
along and say, "You’ve really done well, and more credit
to you . . . (But bewildered in what sort of way?) As I say,
we came from a very poor family, and however did he do
it?... A lot of them think the idea is backed by someone
else: by Roadstone or some of these big firms (Quarry
Products).
But with these more positive responses went a number of
criticisms, often strongly expressed. These focused around three
major points about the present-day culture of Ireland, over
and above any of the more specific points mentioned earlier
about deficiencies in areas such as industrial training.
(i) Honesty, integrity, hard work
One of the most disturhl.ng features of these interviews was
how often informants came back to the thesis that what families,
schools, the Church, the social system, and the business system
itself have failed to produce in Ireland is people with the basic
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virtues of bonesty, integrity, and ]lard and purposeful work.
Informants’ comments~ quoted above, on stralght dealing,
establisblng that an Irish businessman’s word is his bond, and
hard work plus civilised living were intended not only to
express their own philosophy but to differentiate it from ideas
and practices which they see as far too widespread in Ireland.
An informant, most of whose business experience had been in
England, practically exploded over the state of affairs under
this head :
I have been rather horrified in fact, since I came back to
live in Ireland, at the low moral values here. I am not
speaking ofsexual matters, I mean generally. People make
appointments which they do not keep, which, in fact, tbey
make glibly with no intention of keeping. Business people
will make promises which they can’t keep, and they seem
to think they are doing you a favour by making the
promises, that tbis is as far ,as tbey are expected to go.
What I would call tbe Protestant work ethic is badly
needed bere .... I wonder if it is b~ed upon religion, or
upon the education they have got which is so religious
here? . . . This is why Ireland needs the North as a sore
needs antiseptic (Engineering).
But this informant gave an interesting turn to his criticism.
There is a nugget of gold bidden in the slough of sloppy work
habits of which he is complaining:
Maybe it would be a good thing if everybody came here
and adopted our double standards, or dropped theirs,
because it seems to me that the countries which are most
industrially organised--America, Germany, Japan--that
the price they pay is the dropping of certain human aspects
of living, and taking on in their place mechanical standards
. . . wbereas one can say at least that the qualities of life
here are . . . most important (ibid.).
His point is not simply that Irish standards of honesty and
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reliability are often too low. It is tbat too many people in
Ireland bare failed to find the sort of reconciliation which the
entrepreneurs in this sample have worked out for themselves
between bard work and free time to enjoy the good things of a
civilised life: hard and effective work within the time set aside
for that purpose, but a firm reservation in favour of time for
free time as well.
Otbers speak in tbe same way. An informant from a co-
operative speaks of tbe slovenly time-wasting habits of some of
his members:
It is quite difficult sometimes to convince a farmer who
has about fifteen productive hours in a week that it doesn’t
raise a forty-hour salary .... Any fellow who will put in
forty productive bonrs on a farm will have in excess of any
industrial worker, but most of them . . . are only doing
about a quarter to a third of a week’s work. They take
seventy hours doing it, but that’s only beside tbe point
(Agricultural Processing).
The farmer has inherited his land, and tberefore his capital
is zero. He makes enough to live on, and lie says bis prayers,
and it’s beat into him every Sunday tbat lie needn’t give
a damn about this life, it’s the next one he is going to
(Quarry Products).
At the level of the ordinary working man a number of infor-
mants comment on low motivation and the preference of a
large majority for contl.nuing to "plodder along". Though
informants agree that in the Dublin business world and in the
professional and managerial world generally standards of work
are improving, tbey still find many dcficiencies. A man with an
interest in a number of small businesses would still like many
of tbe people he deals with "to be bere in tbe morning before
a quarter past ten", and to keep their luncb break to sometbing
shorter than 12.3o to 2.30:
O.K., they want to work a five-hour clay: don’t spread it
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over eight or nine hours and hold cvcrybody up as well
(Engineering).
He criticizes accountauts not only for old-fashioned practice--
sticking to auditing, instead of moving on to business advice
and management accounting--but at times for something
approaching dishonesty. The figures prepared for one small
firm with which he is connected looked as if they could not be
right, and he checked them with English accountants and
found that this was so. On checking further he found that they
had been prepared by a first-year student, and the accountant
responsible had never actually seen them himself. Tile accoun-
tant in this case did not get his fec.
Another man comments on the tendency in this country to
cover up mistakes.
How studiously we avoid having the courage to admit our
mistakes, and baying tile moral conrage to stand up and
rectify what had gone wrong, regardless of the criticism
you would get (Agricultural Processing).
The money that enthusiastic farmers put into Cork Marts’
purchase of Irish Meat Packers is gone, but "today the attitude
of mind is still not to tell the truth" about the debacle.
Complacency, certai.n managers note, too easily grows once
things are going well in the firm and tile country.
There is less and less interest at an ever . . . higher level.
We arc casual people. My opinion is that we have come
very far very quickly in Ireland, and that our roots and
inheritance are such that we haven’t developed a maturity
to cope with this advance. We express it in not getting
involved, in immature drinking, in immature attitudes to
life generally .... I’m finding that some of those who came
up and were the most enthusiastic in the days of 19fi4 to
1968 have now got a little complacent .... "We’ll leave it
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to somcbody else: we’ve done well" . . . I think they were
more hungry theu (Agricultural Processing).
Another firm’s sales of a certain product improv.ed sharply
when they were put in charge of ’% fellow in the office who
came from tile hungry part of Western Ireland" (Quarry
Products).
Explicitly or by implication, informants accept that much of
the responsibility for the state of affairs which they criticise
and for putting it right lles with management itself. It is
owners and managers themselves who have tolerated less than
honest dealing or slovenly work habits, the state of affairs
which one manager illustrates by contrasting the much better
work habits of green labour in a plant in a small country town
with those of workers educated to the customs of the Cork
labour market. Informants themselves are, as has been shown,
very much aware of the need to raise standards and are working
at this actively and with success. The writer happened, in
connection with another enquiry, to have the chance to inter-
view employees at shop floor, supervisory, and management
level in two of the establishments of one informant’s firm, aud
saw on the spot the extent to which top managemeot’s drive to
develop a sense of the urgency of competition, and of personal
opportunity for those who choose to make the effort, is making
itself felt right through management and supervision and on
down to operating level [28].
Informants themseh,es, as has been said, are optimistic about
the outcome of their efforts. They have faith in the basic
qualities and potential of Irish workers whether on the shop
floor or at management level. But they do not anticipate quick
or e~ily maintained success. And meantime they ask for more
help than they have hitherto had in these basic matters of
personal conduct from what they tend to see broadly as the
educational world, including families, schools and colleges, the
Church, and the communications media.
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(ii) Education for practical life
The next group of criticisms is directed primarily to the edu-
cational system, in its ordinary meaning ofschools, colleges, and
sometimes also technical training institutions. Too few Irish
boys, informants say--girls, with one conspicuous exception
mentioned earllcr, hardly entered into their comments at all--
have had the practical type of education which would qualify
them not merely ,as functionaries but as people who can detect
new problems and opportunities, calculate and take the risks,
get the appropriate action movhag and make a go of an
enterprise on their own.
Practicality, in the sense these informants have in mind, is
not at all the same thing as the distinction between a technical
and an academic education. But one aspect of it is that in
many types of enterprise and managerial work it is an advan-
tage for the entrepreneur to be able and willing to get down to
the job himself and do things with his own hands, or at least to
have a feel for physical creativity and self-confidence in dealing
with it. Informants look back to the time in their boyhood
when they were "always putting two things together", acquir-
ing a familiarity with the physical feel of things and confidence
in their own ability to make and adapt them, and say that this
is what they too oftcn find missing in the products of the Irish
educational system.
In the kind of education we have here there is a hell of a
gulf between the mechanic and the engineer. We don’t
breed a tcchnician class, and the engineer is not willing,
up to recently anyway, to really start down on the ground
floor. Canadians and Americans are much more accus-
tomed to physically doing things. The last time I spoke
to a Canadian mining engineer, he said that after he
qualified he wcnt down to a mine and he learncd every
machine down there . . . he learned to talk to men and
how they thought and their attitudes. Now that is a class
of people that is very scarce. I think its origin must be the
fact that we have the misfortune to get a school teacher
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running this country instead of a carpenter . . . The
highest quality of training and intellect in this country,
the best brains, become doctors, lawyers, architects, or
they go into the Church and become bishops. But some-
how we have lagged behind in applying technical
knowledge to practical things. Even the engineers them-
selves, there seems to be a gap somehow between their
training and getting on their back under a lorry and
seeing what the bloody hell is wrong . . . I’m impatient
with the lack of practical approach. I often ask a fellow,
what arc your interests? And you’ll have a fellow who
says, well, I play rugby or golf. Then I say, well, do you
make anything? I think there is avital lack in this country
of interest in practical things. I don’t know how to explain
it. I only know that they have got it in Germany and in
the US ... I’d begin in the schools... I’d start offhow to
make a chair, how to repair a roof, and how to do things.
I think our educational system is so impractical. In the
States they have sandwich courses, when they . . . go to
university for six months and then they do something
practical . . . It’s this lack of contact between what’s up
here in the brain and the physical feel for things (Quarry
Products).
Things in this respect are improving, this informant said.
But, he added, there is still a social discrimination against those
who do physical work.
I think that physical work here, because of our social
structure, is looked down upon, whereas in America it is
not .... Engineers are quite down low. Doctors, lawyers,
architects, these guys are the top, and not the people who
do physical things. Only those who ,’after a while become
well off.., can be accepted, but then they can be sneered
at because of what they once were .... A builder came in
who had been a carpenter. Now this chap was one of the
finest characters you could meet, but the engineer started
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sneering and saying, "OI1, here’s this carpenter" (ibid.).
Other informants pointed to gaps even in that practical craft
training which is given ; training on too narrow a front, training
too elaborate for normal Irish needs, but sometimes also a lack
of rigour and discipline in training ccntres. One was actively
engaged in a plan to put his own industry’s craft training
scheme on a wider and more flexible basis, intended to give
trainees not simply the how-to-do-it of the trade but a broader
grottoling from which they could develop and adapt as
techniques changed.
On the more academic side of education, informants readily
recognise the value of what Irish schools and colleges provide.
Look at what UCD and Cork and Galway arc turning out:
,as many brains as any country in the world ! (Textiles).
A number who themselves missed a full academic education are
explicit in regretting it. There are repeated references to the
value of evening study and getting back to school. One or two,
looking back at their own education~ recognise--though
perhaps a little hesitantly--that in this or that college tbey not
merely learnt but learnt how to learn, and that even the hard
grind of mechanical memory learning counted for something in
this. But a number, picking up the theme that an entrepreneur
must never cease learning, say that learning how to learn is
precisely what they miss in the products of the Irish educational
system. A successful 19usbaessnaan must not only know how to
master a prescribed syllabus. Hc has to prescribe it for himself;
to scan widely, to identify the arc~ of learning relevant to his
own problems, to master those areas--which may well be very
different from those with which he is familiar already or in
which he has a basic qualification--and to refi~se to waste his
time on areas not relevant to hlm, even if these are normally
studied together wi.th the relevant areas in formal educational
practice. He has to study critically, for often it is precisely
through seeing the gaps in received knowledge and practice
that he gets the idea for a business breakthrough. For tile same
reason he needs a wide-ranging mind which can think sideways
and make unexpected connections, for he needs to be able to
identify not only the areas ofstudy relevant to his problems but
the problems themselves. He needs to he open to the free
exchange of ideas and not secretive; as, some informants say,
in Ireland he too often is. These are the qualities of mind which
a number of informants feel are not being sufficiently developed
by tile style of formal education usual in Ireland.
Nor, some of thcm suggest, is enough done to develop tile
capacity to learn from experience, as apart from academic
courses.
Just to quote, my brother was very interested in these
courses.., and he was very good at them. Now, he bought
more courses that aren’t worth a damn .... And I said,
I want something done: I’ll pay you a fiver a night for
two weeks to go out and try to sell these . . . things... I
reckoned it couldn’t cost me more than a hundred quid,
you know, but it didn’t cost me anything. And he came
back and said, "I did nothi!ag". Well, I said, let’s have
a look at what you did, so I picked up the (record). And
your man said this, because so and so, and your man said
the other . . . and I said, that’s marvellous! . . . He didn’t
realise tile value of wbat he was doing . . . not going in
accordance to the text (Engineering).
The practical side of schooling is very important. You
never learn anything until you have to do it, so what you
should spend your time in school learning is learning how
to learn (ibid.).
Business needs flair, and too often in Ireland:
A graduate tends not to be a man with flair... I mean to
say he doesn’t understand what is happening. He is
trained to think after all, for many years--crucial years of
his life--in a certain way .... It is very few of them that
are coming out with Harvard backgrounds (Paper and
Printing).
More specifically, informants point out that Irish schools and
colleges do not convey to their students a picture of what
business at its entrepreneurial end is all about, or what the
opportunities for them in it nlight be.
I think if you had . . . a number of lectures.., oll very
simple examples of how someone does make money.., you
could stimulate . . . the interest of people to say: I think
I would like to do that, I’d like to have a go, I’d like to
gamble with my own life, my own business. I think if
people knew even at the age of [5 or [6 what it was really
all ab0ut--and you know it can bc an exciting gamblc...
it can be rewarding--I think this would probably stimulate
more interest in people to be on their own. Because
certainly the one thing that is never mentioned at school,
and . . . in university you never come across this... (is) how
to succeed in business (Quarry Products).
This is taking up again the theme raised earlier with reference
to IMI or IDA, that people in Ireland may pick up in one way
or another an idea ofwhat is meant by working as a craftsman,
a professional, a civil servant, or by running a service enterprise
like a shop or a pub--or of course a farm--but need to be told
much more specifically and directly what is meant by entre-
preneurship in iudustry or other less familiar fields, and to
have the message delivered to their own doorstep.
It may be a question of correcting misconceptions, for
example about the social role of profit, on the lines of the
comments by informants quoted earlier. But the message [leeds
also to contain two other elements. One is simply about the
way to get things done in the world of risky enterprises, where
there are no set fi’ameworks of organisation or professional
custom or directions from superiors, and the pioneer, whether
out on his own or path-breaking within an existing organisa-
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tion, has ’to write his own charter, assemble the elements
needed for an enterprise bimself, and force his enterprise
through. Tbe other is about the entrepreneurial way of life,
the challenges and interests it offers, the sort of attitudes and
abilities it needs, tbe way an entrepreneur uses his time, or
the role .of money in an entrepreneur’s own life. The entre-
prencurial life, as these informants present it, is in every sense
a good life; interesting, exciting, balancing risks against
rewards~ dealing with people as much ,as or more than with
things, full of personal challenge and social as well as mana-
gerial responsibility. That is not the image of the business
man which they see being delivered to young Irish people
today.
The message will also, informants implied, need to contain
some reference to issues whlcb have still to be finally decided.
Two, for example, comment from different angles on what
has still to be done to equip people in Ireland for the right
and effective use of money. One, referring to familiarity with
large-scale financial operations and the socially responsible
management of big fortunes, said:
We are beginning to see national wealth growing at a
very fast pace here in Ireland . . . To deal with national
wealth, which other countries have got over.., is some-
thing we are going to find extremely ditfieult. I think wc
are going to go through periods in this country similar
to what Italy has been through, and we are going to have
more social unrest... I think we are going to have great
affluence in the ’seventies and ’eighties; I don’t believe
the people arc ttmed to handle it . . . W’e went through
that middle period . . . in the ’fifties and ’sixties when the
country was becoming very wealthy by its previous
standards. So all tbe power lay with a few people who
knew each other . . . the power was confined, and the
people coming up did not know how to handle this
particular wealth. And now they are beginning to handle
it usefully . . . (Paper and Printing).
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Another stressed rather the need for restraint and frugality in
what is still a developing country.
I’m going back again to education . . . it’s in here in the
mind, in the soul . . . Now, we don’t have to have terribly
expensive things to be happy.., yon know we are a very
poor country . . . hut . . . that doesn’t necessarily mean
that we should be an unhappy conntry. The trade unions
have been realising that money is not the answer to
contentment . . . This is the thing, then, this should be
explained: to live first, because you can only absorb a
certain anaount anyway... Let’s get the living right first
(Leather and Footwear).
The group of comments included in this section was directed
strongly to the schools and colleges. But it was clear from
informants’ accounts of how they run their own enterprises
that much of the most effective education for entreprenenrship
in Ireland today is being done by managers who, on the lines
quoted earlier, create a climate of dynamism and enterprise
among their own subordinates. Much of the most damaging
mis-education of people in this sense is also the business of
management. Informants identify plenty of cases where
employees with the capacity for development have been [eft
to ossify or deteriorate on the job. Criticisms about practicality,
like those about honesty and integrity, call for action by more
than one sort of agency.
This action, so far as management is concerned, will need
to include creating an encouraging climate for subordinates,
but also to go somewhat beyond this. Informants distinguish
in their comments between the qualities which fit a subordinate
to respond well to this sort of climate in his subordinate capac-
ity, and the extra something which fits him to go out into
business on his own or to print his own ideas autonomously on
the organisation which employs him. Identifying and helping
the people with this latter set of qualities, or capable of develop-
ing them, is, they indicate, a task on its own.
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(iii) World standards
A last group of criticisms is to the effect that not enough
has yet been done in Ireland to make people aware of the actual
standards of workmanship, management, and business leader-
ship in the world outside. This, informants say, leads on the
one hand to brash over-confidence in Ireland and unawareness
of how much has still to be done to bring Irisb standards up to
world levels, and on the other to hesitation, lack of confidence,
and failure to reafise that Irishmen in Ireland can measure up
fully to world standards and have in fact done so.
We are going into a new business, completely new in this
part of the country, and very few in Ireland either: and
what were at it in Ireland were people who hadn’t com-
peted effectively in the market... I believe it takes four
times as long to build (our type of product, in the biggest
Irish plant making it) as it should . . . Even (my father)
thought it impossible . . . I had no hope, he said . . .
Personally I think (a man who) stayed in Ireland and
worked in Ireland all his llfe, I don’t think would do it.
I don’t think I would have done it ifI hadn’t been outsidc
the country for four or five years (Engineering).
Well, of course, there is the in-bred thing here, and it all
stems from one thing only, lack of pride . . . there is a
tendency not to be proud of Ireland. Do you appreciate
that there are ten firms in Ireland importing about half
a million quids’ worth of material which is manufactured
in Ireland, and we are not even given the opportunity
of quoting a price for these? I wouldn’t mind if we weren’t
given the order because of quality or something like that,
but the British way of doing things is assumed to be the
best (Engineering).
There’s a great tradition in Ireland about security:
permanent and pensionable jobs . . . I suppose it’s the
way the country has developed, that we always felt
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insecure and not sure of ourselves, and we all have the
ability, but we haven’t tile confidence (Ouarry Products).
You’re an Irishman all right once you’ve been out of tile
country (Quarry Products).
I can remember myself at fourteen being very angry if
somebody talked about dear old dirty Dublin; to me it
wasn’t dirty, because I had never seen it as being filthy
bclbre. In other words there wasn’t any comparison, in
an island . . . Basically, we have been brought up as
second-cl~s citizens; we have beeu told that we had been
suppressed for so many years . . . I don’t think there are
enough directors--those who are directing these . . .
children in the school--taking them out into a broader
sphere . . . I know we’ve been hammered like hell for
seven hundred years by somebody: we know all this. But
let’s try to take the sting out of these people, and give
them something to go for; say, stand up and be counted!
¯ . . We have bred a race of knockers (Textiles).
Standards of management are still generally poor in Ireland,
says this last informant:
And the awful part of it is that no one knows it. I am not
speaking of everyone : there are exceptions in every rule...
They haven’t gone through a proper routine, which I
have been forttmate to have gone through because I have
been exposed to others outside the cotmtry . . . (ibid.).
Tile actual experience of Irish executives, as several infor-
mants pointed out, is already changing this state of affairs,
particularly where their experience involves exports and
overseas travel. The Irish Management Institute and other
educational and training bodies are making an important
contribution. But much more remains to be done. A number of
informants’ suggestions towards this centred on the idea of
increasing the number of people in Ireland with relevant
overseas contacts and experience, who can either use their
experience directly tbemselves or act a.s gatekeepers through
whom this experience is transmitted to others. The term
"gatekeepers" is borrowed here from the Agricultural Institute’s
study of the channels tbrougb which relevant overseas know-
ledge reaches its research staff. Certain members of staff, the
Institute found, tend on the one hand to be "sociometric
stars", ccntres of communication to wbom their colleagues
turn for advice and information; on the other to be skilful
in building networks of information outside the country, or
in maintaining the networks which they acquired through, for
example, working in a research organisation abroad [29].
One suggestion which arose in discussion with informants
in the present enquiry is that the State should establish a
deliberate and subsidised programme of study tours abroad,
including spells of work in appropriate organisatlons, for
experienced executives and technical staff; people already
qualified enough and far enough on in tbeir profession to be
able to show a good expectation that tbey and the country
will benefit. More might also be done to encourage movement
in the opposite direction, bringing in experts from this or tbat
field on temporary engagements to work with even the smaller
firms, or perhaps to go into these firms more permanently as
partners.
In both cases the practical point is about scale. This sort of
movement already takes place and, sporadically, receives
Government support. The proposition is that the volume and
regularity of it should be greatly increased. For instance, the
number of executives and technicians on subsidised study
assignments abroad might be raised to two hundred, or more,
at any one time, over and above any who are travelling and
working abroad in the ordinary course of their organisation’s
business.
(iv) Business education and the business life
The term "business education" often suggests something
that is either dry, inhuman, and technical, or concerned with
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what Aristotle reprehended as the art of money-gettlng, or
profiteering devoid of social concern. It is significant therefore
that when one correlates these entrepreneurs’ comments on
what is missing about Irish education--in its widest sense, not
only in schools and colleges--from the point of view of getting
more Irish-owned and Irish-initated businesses, what they
turn out to be asking for is somethJ.ng quite different from this.
They criticise Irish education not for being too wide and
humanistic but for its narrowness in several important respects,
and for failure to develop a number of generally valuable
hunaan qualities. They want more people who are both
academic and practical, not those who are trained merely to
be desk-workers and are ignorant of the physical feel of things
and the creativity of the craftsman, artist, or technician. They
ask for people who are masters of a profession or craft in the
sense not merely of knowing the current how-to-do-it ]’Jut of
having learnt how to learn, and of being able to think further
and to build onto their knowledge, develop, and adapt. They
want people who do not merely have an outside acquaintance
with some field of knowledge, but have learnt bow actually
to make new things happen and to keep them happening,
dealing with the human as well as the technical problems that
this involves. Tbey want people committed to Ireland, but
aware of, and working to, world standards; and people who,
underlying it all, have acquired more than is sometimes found
in Ireland of the basic and essential virtues of honesty, integrity,
and hard work. Gorman and Molloy have some briefcomments
to a similar effect [3o].
If these are the qualities which successful entrepreneurs do
not as yet see being generated in adequate quantity by the
various agencies which shape Irish cuhure--families, schools,
the Church, the business system itseff~the indictment is not
only a serious but a general one; one which has relevance
well beyond the field of business itself.
The more positive side of this indictment is, of course, the
lb.vourable view of the business man’s life set out in the com-
ments by entrepreneurs quoted in Section 2. So positive
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and favourable a view of the business life may well surprise
readers who think of business primarily in terms of the worker
or clerk, or of the not too senior manager buried in the
hierarchy of a large, bureaucratic concern. But actually both
visions of business life are correct.
The static and undemanding quality of the work done by
many people in large organisations in Ireland, its narrowness,
limited horizons, small scope for initiative, and capacity for
producing ossification and mental and spiritual degeneration,
has emerged in previous enquiries by this writer as well as
by others [3@ Informants in the present enquiry had a good
deal to say about it, for that is the state of affairs from which
they themselves escaped, or had to fight to avoid falling into,
and from which many of them have set themselves to break
away so far as their own subordinates are concerned.
But the life which entrepreneurs like these informants them-
selves live, and are trying to create for others, is a good life,
stimulating, responsible--socially as well as in the firm--and
creative; in addition to being prosperous, so long at least as
risks continue to be well judged. Whether in Ireland or else-
where, when this writer has had to deal with heads of businesses,
or with people who have carved out what might be called a
quasi-headship within a larger organisation, they have never
as a class--there are always individual exceptions--failed to
impress in terms of personal qualities as well as of economic
and managerial achievement. One of the lessons of the present
enquiry is that a shift of the Irish business system towards
native entrcpreneurship, if rightly managed, will not only
demand, but itself constitute, a deepening in the general quality
of Irish education and culture.
4. General Conclusions
FROM the nature of the sample of entrepreneurs used, this
enquiry can lead to conclusions only within the limits set out
in the Introduction. It is a ranging shot, to form an impression
of the areas which should have priority in further enquiry and
action. The evidence collected is impressionistic, and has
deliberately been presented accordingly. Its force is suggestive,
not conclusive.
Further, the enquiry has been confined to industrial entre-
preneurs. No doubt many of its findings would apply to other
fields as well. But the tourist industry, for instance, or the service
industries like banking, insurance, or universities and research
centres, which have an export potential of their own, over and
above their indirect value through the help they give to indus-
try or tourism, have a different set of market and managerial
problems; and so, of course, has farming.
But witbin tbese limitations certain broad conclusions do
suggest themselves, in a form which cuts across the order in
which the findings have been presented in previous chapters.
( l ) The nature ofentrepreneurship in Ireland (Introduction and
Section 2)
It was shown in the Introduction that successful entre-
prcneurs in Ireland are not a different breed from successful
entrepreneurs anywhere else so far as their personal back-
grounds--family, education, career--are concerned. Tbis
point can now be developed fnrther in the light ofinformants,
own statements about the qualities to wlfich they attribute
their success, ,as set out in Section 2. Clearly there are many
more questions one would like to ask about these entrepreneurs’
self-portrait. One would, for example, like to see how the way
they perceive their own ideology compares with the way it is
perceived by their associates and subordinates, and how it
compares with more objective measures of their firms’ methods
of operating. It would also be useful to compare the record
of successful entrepreneurs with that of others who have not
done so well. But one tiling at least is immediately convincing
about these informants’ account of what it takes to become
an entrepreneur in Ireland; namely that what they say about
their own qualities tallies with what has been found more
objectively about entrepreneurs elsewhere.
These men and their firms are, undoubtedly, cases of entre-
preneurial success: that was the basis for selecting them. Tile
factors associated with this type of success have been analysed
from international data, notably by McClelland, and look
remarkably the factors which these entrepreneurs identify in
themselves [32]. People high in the achievement motivation
(NA.ch., in McClelland’s term) which leads to this sort of
success, tend, he finds, to like a reasonable gamble and a
moderate challenge to their skills. They aim for an expert,
hard-working level of llerformance, and have confidence in
their own success. But they like to proceed stepwise, using
feedback from their last moderate-sized step to guide them
towards the next. They tend to value money as a test and a
recognition of performance rather than for its own sake.
Those who are attracted into tile market place primarily in
pursuit of wealth or a higher standard of living are not
tile ones who are most likely to produce tile economic
development. They are not oriented enough towards
achievement, towards doing a job for its own sake [33].
Though people high in achievement motivation can drive
ahead under their own power, they are not specially individual-
istic. They can work as group members or team leaders as
well as on their own. And all this is just what informauts in
the present survey say about themselves [34].
Writers on management such as Whyte [35] and Likert [3611
add further characteristics on which, again, informants’ self-
description matches the world pattern. The style of manage-
ment appropriate to a moderate-sized or large enterprise in a
state of change and development, the case relevant to entre-
preneurs, is rather likely to be participative. But this does not
at all exclude drive and even ruthlessness on the part of chief
executives. In his Organisation Aqan Whyte notes a difference
between the attitudes of managers some way down the line,
who tend to stress the case for participation rather exclusively,
and the harder attitudes, the greater sense of having to take
and enforce decisions and steer an organisation on an execu-
tive’s own authority, found at chief executive level. Participa-
tion ueeds a driving and guiding force to organise it and make
it work. Wilfred Brown’s writings on the Glacier Metal experi-
ments make the same point [37]. Other studies show that
in relatively small firms, though participative management
may be effective, so too, even in a time of change, maybe a
more authoritarian style, for this type of firm can become tbe
"vehicle of the master craftsman" [38]. A number of the smaller
firms in the present sample could be within the size limit for
this.
Further light is cast by studies by Clark Kerr and his
colleagues of the "industrialising elites" of different developed
or developing countries [39]. Among the "industrialising
elites" of the world, the leaders of development in Ireland,
whether in Government or in the private sector, belong to a
reeognlsable group. There was once a "colonial elite"; it left
its mark and has gone. Some foundations existed for a "dynastic
elite", in the network of old Protestant families, particularly
well established in business. But this group overlapped too
mucb with the "colonial elite" to be in a position, once the
"colonial elite" left, to take the sort of national lead given by
"dynastic elites" in the industrialisation of countries such as
Japan and Germany. Even in the strictly business sphere
informants in the present enquiry note how the old family
networks have been breaking up, and some informants are in
a hurry to help their demise. A new dynastic elite could grow
up in Ireland, based on a network of established and leading
political and business families. An interesting question for
some future investigator in the field of this paper is whether
the second and further generations ofdeseendants of the first-
generation entrepreneurs studied here will contribute towards
forming such an elite. But as yet any tendency that way is
only in embryo.
A "revolutionary elite", as in the countries of Eastern
Europe, could have generated a powerful wave of entre-
preneurial motivation based on public service. A "middle-class
elite" might have put the accent rather firmly on the accumula-
tion of personal wealth and power. But what Ireland has
actually had has been a "nationalist elite", men whose roots
ran back into the struggle for independence and the Civil War.
The experience of many countries suggests that leaders of this
kind are likely to use both the public service model of motiva-
tion and the desire of the "middle-class" entrepreneur to carve
a slice of the equity for himself, but subject in either case to
the overall rule that patriotism and the needs and solidarity
of the community take priority in the last resort. The mixed,
intermediate pattern of motivation that results is likely to
reveal itself in the private sector, as well, for example, as in the
entrepreneurial activities of semi-State corporations.
All this, whether from McClelland, Likert, Whyte, Brown,
or Kerr, sounds remarkably like the self-portrait of successful
Irish entrepreneurs as presented in Section 2. It looks as if
this self-portrait is a fair one, and, furthermore, as if it slots
in to categories recognisable from international research in
a number of related fields.
There is further confirmation of the truth of this impression
in Gorman and Molloy’s study of the general climate of
management in Ireland in I97t
, 
and not least in its contrast
with the findings ofsome earlier Irish studies. It is understand-
able that Irish business leaders of an earlier generation should
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have appeared as tough, cynical and authoritarian, compared
to their opposite numbers in America or Britain, as tbey did
when studied some ),ears ago by Barron and Egan [4o].
Studying successfill heads of large Irish businesses, these authors
found that to build a successful business in Ireland had in the
period of their informants’ careers needed a more authoritarian
sense of management than in countries such as the United
States or Britain. In Ireland creative and adaptive leadership
in industry has been associated with an ethic more familiar in
these other countries in the past than today: with "fundamen-
talist" religious beliefs, a strong moral code, and "inner-
direction" as apart from "otber-direction". This finding can
be linked to others about the attitudes both of Irish people in
Ireland and of Irish-Americans [4i]. Another study shows that
Irish small business operators have tended at least till tbe
last few years tosee the "ideal", that is the successful business-
man as in a number of ways a bard, individualistic character.
He is likely too no doubt to be intelligent, cultured, hard-
working, dependable, good at dealing with people, and by
definition is likely to get on. But he is also seen as individualistic
ratber than co-operative, not too conccrned for the community,
intolerant, distrustful, worried and tmhappy; nor is he over-
endowed with sincerity, good nature, sociability, or readiness
to adopt new ways, at least outside the sphere of business
itself [42].
Prima facie one would expect traits like these to be shown
ratber strongly by men who had led the creation of new
businesses, public or private, in Ireland down to tbe t95os
,
for they suited tbe social and technical conditions of the time.
It took a hard fight tben to get enterprises off the ground in a
country barely beginning to industrialise, and to lick into
sbape a work force without industrial experience. The early
history of the Shannon hydro-electric scheme is a case in point.
The early history of industrialisation in other countries--for
instance Germany before the first World War, or Norway, or
the United Statesitells the same story. The situation over
unemployment and emigration in tbe early years ofindustrialis-
ation in Ireland was such as to encourage any man who had
got a job to hang on to it come what may, rather than to quit
or otherwise challenge a humanly unsatisfying management
style. The entrepreneurial job to be done at that time was not
so much to innovate as to apply established technologies. It
was to meet the established needs of a market suddenly cut
off from its previous suppliers by protection, rather than to
go out to the leading edge of world competition. These are
tasks for which an authoritarian style and central direction
can be highly effective. In the private sector there was in any
case an overwhelming preponderance of small firms, well
within the limit which can be effectively managed as the
"vehicle of the master craftsman".
But those conditions belong to the past. Gorman and Molloy
find a significant correlation between the date at which Irish
enterprises were established and became set in their ways and
their acceptance of less authoritarian, more open and participa-
tive styles of management. Enterprises started in the ’sixties
and early ’seventies show relatively high acceptance of the new
styles. The degree of acceptance is lower in those started in the
previous generation, beginning in the 192os
, 
and lowest of
all in those already set up by t92o. In this writer’s own exper-
ience with industrial enquiries in Ireland a hinge date keeps
recurring; give or take a year or two, 1958. This is the time
when, as informants in other enquiries put it, the ice age
melted. The economy opened out, people began to put their
heads up and challenge established practices, hope of defeating
unemployment and emigration began to seem real, and the
inflow of new ideas about management as about other things
began to turn into a flood.
As of 1971
, 
Gorman and Molloy find a widespread accep-
tance among Irish managers of the need to manage on the lines
of McGregor’s Theory Y rather than his authoritarian Theory
X; to draw out people’s capacity and initiative rather than to
assume that they must be driven to work. Irish managers tend
still to have some reservations on delegation and the sharing
of power, and Irish-owned organisations are rated lower on
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tills than foreign-owned. But the general climate has swung
towards Theory Y, and on grounds of efficiency and not only
of human relations. A correlation shows itself in the Gorman
and Molloy study betwcen acceptance of Theory Y and tile
actual business success of organisations. Conversely, effective
organLsation, long-range planning, and business success are seen’,
,as by the entrepreneurs in the present study, as themselves
important components in a good human climate within an
enterprise. These new trends are particularly marked in
enterprises which measure up to world standards of business
success, as indicated by strong involvement in export markets,
and in those whose business performance is such that they feel
competition as stimulating hut no more than moderate;
neither fighting for their lives nor so sheltered from competition
as to be under no pressure to move with the times. They are
marked, in other words, in enterprises sucb as the successful
entrepreneurs in the present study see themselves as trying to
create [43].
In a well-remembered confrontation some years ago an
American entrepreneur, Dick Brandon, and the chief executive
of the Shannon Free Airport Development Company, Brendan
O’Regan, debated alternative paths which entrepreneurs in
Ireland might follow. O’Regan proposed an ethic of public
service, Brandon the concept of the restless, competitive,
aggressive entrepreneur, quick to sce an opportunity, a high
risk taker, operating in the world of venture capital where tbe
chance of success might be one in a bundred, a salesman above
all, always ready to sacrifice his private life to his job, some-
thing of a buccaneer, a man fighting for his own band, from
whom others might need the protection of State regulation [44].
So far as the present enquiry is concerned, the questions
raised about the fnture in that debate must remain open. The
public sector has not been covered in this enquiry at all. At
least one or two of tbe private-sector entreprencurs who have
been included deviate from the general pattern towards the
Brandon norm, and clearly more could do so in future. But
as of this time, what the enquiry suggests is that tbe common
"I 1"1)
pattern among successful industrial entrepreneurs in tile Irish
private sector follows neither the Brandon nor the O’Regan
line.
Their characteristics ,as regards readiness to take risks lbllow
the pattern indicated by McClelland, not by Brandon. Nor
are their views on leisure Brandon’s. If there is one thing they
are determined not to do, it is to sacrifice their private life
permanently to the job. They have an interest in the com-
munity and nation which does not fit Braudon’s model at all.
But equally as against O’Regan, they are recognisably
private-sector, capitalistic, people for whom profit has a
multiple and important significance, among other things as a
strong personal incentive in the early stages of an enterprise.
They are not at all averse to acquiring their slice of the equity.
It is significant, as has been pointed out, that it is precisely
certain informants in the co-operative movement, from a back-
ground where an ethic of public service has been normal, who
in today’s Irish context have learnt to think it right and in the
public interest to stress the case for profit as a central considera-
tion for any business; including also the case for strong personal
monetary incentives. Overall, the entrepreneurs in this study
conform to the pattern of a "nationalist elite", conscious both
of what it takes to operate a market economy (including profit)
and of national and local community needs; rather than to
those of either a "socialist" elite as envisaged by O’Regan, or
Brandon’s rather extreme version of the "middle-class elite".
The myth of the mysterious Irish lives on like the leprechaun.
An article by Andrew Greeley on The Strange Case of the
American Irish [45] ends with a cry of woe:
How can the contrariness, the contradiction, and the
paradoxes of Irish personality and behaviour be explained ?
But when one looks at his actual results it appears that what
he had found was simply that the American Irish, compared
to other ethnic groups, tend for themselves to have strong
moral convictions and a belief in Providence, but not to see
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in’this any rcason to be rigid or authoritarian towards other
people. This is certainly a distinctive pattern, but it is hard to
see what is contrary or paradoxical about it. Barron and Egan
reached ratber similar findings about tile value systems of Irish "
entrepreneurs in the 196os
, 
and added that strong religious
beliefs correlate in Ireland with a higb degree of business
originality [46]. Tbis too seemed paradoxical to the American
members of the team, who noted that in the United States the
relationship between religion and originality is usually the
other way round. But, once again, though the difference
between the two countries is interesting, the Irish pattern does
not in itself seem any more paradoxical than the American.
So again, the leisure habits of Irish managers differ from those
of Americans; but so also, in the same direction though less
strongly, do the leisure habits of the Britisb [47]. The mix of
qualities required for successful entrepreneurship in Ireland
does differ from what might be expected in America, or Britain,
or the USSR, and has itself changed over the years. But tile
differences and changes are logical and explicable in terms of
factors generally applicable to all countries, such as the stage
of development of each economy or tile distinction between
"nationalist" and other elites. They are variations around the
common theme that N’lcClelland’s ~’N.Aeb" and the behav-
louts associated witb it are tile foundation of successful entre-
preneurship anywhere, including Ireland. With local varia-
tions, what McClclland establishes by research in many
countries is what successful Irish entrepreneurs describe as
their own experience. It is not surprising that the Irish Manage-
ment Institute and tile IDA have already found it possible to
use international findings about entrepreneurship witb success
in their work of developing and training entrepreneurs in
Ireland.
(2) The economic and technical support system (Section i)
The entrepreneurs interviewed think well, from their own
experience, of the economic and technical support system for
new industrial enterprise in Ireland, as it applies to those who
have made up their minds to enter industrial entrepreneurship
or are already engaged in it. The only support agency to
attract markedly more criticism than praise is AnCO; and
¯ there, as has been shown, the criticism must be interpreted as
teething troubles, arising before there has been time for
AnCO’s programmes to prove their full value. Informants do
however point to certain gaps, some relatively small-scale,
others of a more substantial kind.
(i) A number of informants perceive, with varying degrees
of clarity, an "equity gap" in the financing of small firms which
have made their initial take-off but are not yet strongly
established. The problem as it emerged from these informants’
comments is to secure for firms at this stage a more adequate
supply of equity finance; reliable, that is not liable to panic
intervention at the moments of stress and difficulty normal in
an enterprise at this stage; and on terms which do not threaten
the new owner-manager with loss of control over his enterprise.
The finger seems to point, not at direct investment by banks
and other large institutions, but at a more active intermediary
role by the banks, to bring together business owners at this
stage of development with investors of a kind acceptable to
them, both from Ireland and from abroad; not least (we return
to this in a moment) from among the Irish overseas. It does
not follow that informants have necessarily perceived this
problem correctly. But certainly they raise an issue which
deserves further study by the banks and other financial
iusdtu tions.
(ii) A number also perceive gaps in support for what might
be called pre-enterprise or pre-production activities; for study
tours by promising young managers and entrepreneurs, for
feasibility studies, for technical contacts overseas by small
entrepreneurs to whom time and air fares are expensive, for
firms’ own market research as apart from the more general
work of CTT, and for market launches. These comments stand
referred to IDA, CTT, or the National Science Council.
OECD’s Review of National Science Policies--Ireland has in 1973
made certain recommendations on study tours, which will be
taken up again below [48].
(iii) Ways of involving Irish businessmen overseas in Irish
industrial development need not be confined to encouraging
investment by them in enterprises originating within Ireland.
The enquiry turned up cases of men who have brought back
their ovcrseas experience, with or without capital accumulated
overseas, specifically to help not merely the country but their
own home town. The suggestion of one informant that a
campaign to do this bc directed to Irish contractors and others
who have made a success of business in Britain deserves to be
followed up. At the level of research, a useful preliminary
would be a survey of what the achievement of Irishmen in
business outside the eotmtry has in fact been. Informants’
repeated comments to the effect that "I have never yet seen
an unsuccessful Irishman abroad" may be exaggerated. But
they raise an important issue which should be more full},
documentcd.
(iv) There emerged by implication rather than by direct
reference a case for existing large and technically advanced
enterprises in Ireland to become more active tban hitherto as
midwives for new Irish-owned businesses or new products
from existing ones ; whether by way of contracts, of investment,
or of managerial and technical aid. Some examples of this
sort of aid turned up in the enquiry. But clearly there could be
room for much more action, sometimes by large private-sector
concerns, but also and particularly by public-sector bodies
such as the Department of Posts and Telegraphs, RTE, or the
Electricity Supply Board. In principle EEC rules discourage,
and will in due course prohibit, the restriction of public con-
tracts to local bidders. But there is reason to think that it will
remain permissible to use such contracts to help in developing
new enterprise in regions such as Ireland which are accepted
to be in need of aid. The gains from a midwife relationship
between existing and ncw enterprises do not run only in one
direction. One of the writer’s impressions from investigating
industrial relations in the ESB in 1968-69 was that the Board
contains a great deal more talent than can be used directly
in its own work. Engineers and managers referred as a high
point in their career to the first years of rural electrification,
when they were sent out on their own with a wider mandate
and a freer hand than they could expect in their ordinary job.
The spin-off of new enterprises can also, of course, create
openings in the new enterprises themselves for engineers,
scientists, and managers who would otherwise have to wait
for slow and limited chances of promotion; to say nothing of
the attraction of a slice of the equity. From the point of view
of the larger public sector bodies’ own dynamism and internal
relationships, there is everything to be said for their taking on
a wider development role. Examination of the case for action
here is a matter partly for individual industries, departments,
or semi-State bodies, but also--especially in the context of
EEC--for the Government as a whole.
OECD’s Report on Review of National Science Policies--Ireland,
though~ curiously~ it does not take up the case for action of
this kind by Irish Government departments and enterprises,
does point out that foreign enterprises in Ireland too could be
encouraged to purchase more of their supplies in Ireland and
to help Irish industries by sub-contracting. That report’s
particular concern is not so much with encouraging the spin-
off of individual new enterprises--though that is part of it--as
with obtaining a more coherent, inter-linked, and mutually
supporting pattern in Irish-based industry generally, whether
Irish or foreign-owned; with ways to "weld a series ofscparatc
firms into a real industry" [49].
(v) The criticisms directed against AnCO appear, at has
been said, to be largely of a short-term nature, arising out of the
early stage at which AnCO’s programmes stand, and do not
necessarily have much relevance to these programmes as they
will be in their fully developed form. They do, however, point
to an issue which has been significant in starting these pro-
grammes, and could be when new development programmes
are started in other fields. It looks as if AnCO’s initial action
was spread too thinly. New development programmes need
to be concentrated enough to make a full and convincing
impact in the area where they operate, and so avoid arousing
fears and expectations to which, with the resources available,
justice cannot be done.
(3.) Social responsibility, participation, and the role of the managing
director (Sections ~ and 3)
Informants tended, ,as has been seen, to sbare a common
view of their role as business leaders. They feel a wide sense
of responsibility for their local community, for Ireland, and
for their employees, as well as towards their owners in the case
of companies or members in the case of cooperatives. They
express this by seeking to create buoyant, dynamic, and profit-
able enterprises, and see no contradiction between profitability
and social responsibility in the competitive (often highly
competitive) markets in wbich they are involved, indeed very
ranch the contrary. They tend to aim for a participative style
of management. Some are, in addition, actively engaged in
the work of trade associationsj public boards, or politics; but
here there is a divsion of opinion. Some insist on the value of
business leaders setting part of their time aside for these wider
responsibilities; others say that their primary responsibility to
the economy and country is to make a success of their own
enterprises, and, at least at these enterprises’ present stage of
development, that tbis leaves too little time for major outside
activities. All, in any case, take a strong line on the role of the
business leader himself. By all mcans let him call forth partici-
pation. But be must also himself be prepared to give a forceful
and, if necessary, ruthless lead. His role must be central and
dynamic. He must assert his independence even against his
Board.
All this would have constituted a major area for further
investigation iflt had been possible to carry the project further.
There has been a tendency irt company law and practice over
many years, in both America and Europe~ to underline the
role of the managing director or directors as a third, indepen-
dent, organ of company government alongside the Board and
tile shareholders’ meeting [5o]. The chief executive, whether
an individual or (as in Germany) an executive board, has
been seen more and more clearly, not as the servant of the
Board, but as having independent authority to lead in the
development of company policy as well as in executing it. His
Board must learn to respect his independent role and to clarify
their own role accordingly. That is the significance of the move
towards a formal division between a supervisory and an execu-
tive board which in the last few years has spread outwards
from Germany, and is currently expressed in EEC proposals
for the board of "European" companies, and, for application
to all companies, in EEC’s draft Directive 5 on company law.
It does not seem, from informants’ comments on the situation
from which they have had to break out, that this distinction
between the roles of a board and a chief executive is as yet
generally enough understood in Ireland.
Looking at the role of chief, and other, executives not from
above but from the underside, another major trend in all
industrialised countries has been towards the collapse of
traditional concepts of management prerogatives in industrial
relations. Commenting on current trends in British collective
bargaining, a joint CBI-TUC paper to OECD’s Regional
Joint Seminar on Prospects for Labour-Management Co-
operation in the Enterprise (1972) said flatly that:
In many cases there is literally no limit to the range of
questions which can be brought in to the procedure
agreement, and which must be dealt with by discussions
and negotiations between union officials and the repre-
sentatives of management at the various levels.
One need only think of a case like that of Upper Clyde Ship-
builders to see what the authors of this paper mean. Anything,
they are saying, may be put, not merely on the agenda, but on
the agenda for bargaining. Right across the countries represented
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at the seminar it appeared that the traditional distinction
between bargaining and consultation is breaking down. Some
meetings may be formally or, in fact, more consultative than
others, but at the back of them, if they are to be realistic and
effective, lies a bargaining, that is a power relation; and this
is something of which managers as well as trade unionists
increasingly see the point.
But what, in that case, of the necessary freedom of chief
executives and their colleagues to lead in policy-making and
to take executive decisions? Management prerogative today
consists, not in a reserved list of functions which need no sane-
tion, but in the right of management to a quick and clear
sanction to act freely in the areas where trade unionists as
well as managers agree that this is important. The problem is
to re-write the works constitution so as to make room both for
the trend towards participation based on power and for main-
taining and developing the leadership role of top executives, on
which informants in the present enquiry rightly lay such stress.
Social responsihility, finally, raises two very practical issues.
The first is how to measure and judge it, the question of a
"social audit", whlch has moved recently from the theoretical
to practical level [51]. Business responsibility is, as informants
in this enquiry made clear, understood differently and more
widely in Ireland than in some of the larger industrial countries
where an individual firm’s impact on the community at large
is less obvious. But it is still in some respects undefined; for
example, as several informants either stressed or implied, over
such thiugs as financial operations, takeovers, or dominance
by large institutions over small firms. Not all business leaders,
in any case, are as aware of their responsibilities as some of
those interviewed here. There is room for clarification, from the
side both of business itself--the current interest of British
directors and managers is largely in self-made and self-
administered business eodesIand of the government. And this
clarification is needed in the interest not only of the public but
of providing a clear sanction for action (the point of the last
paragraph once again) for business men themselves.
In a small country like Ireland, with many industrial and
public institutions to man from a limited supply of qualified
people, tbere can also be a problem of overloading the willing
few with more functions than they can handle without neglect-
ing either these functions or their own main business. Inform-
ants, as has been seen, showed themselves well aware of this.
There is sense in the case made by one of them for a thorough
review of the machinery of government-industry relations and
of trade associations to see whether more economic and effective
use could not be made of the limited human resources available;
or, of course, of what steps might be taken to enlarge these
resources themselves. In certain areas, notably research and
development, joint machinery in Ireland is already, by inter-
national standards, well planned to ensure that the units where
the servicing of industry or agriculture is done are of viable
size, and that scarce manpower is economically used [52]. The
question raised by informants’ comments, as in the comments
quoted earlier by Tony O’Reilly, is whether this is sufficiently
true of the management of Irish economic development as a
whole.
The cultural background
But the major gap emphasised by informants themselves
was in the area of general culture. In[brmants did not claim
that the state of public knowledge and attitudes in Ireland, or
any part of it, is such as to lead to active opposition to new
industrial enterprise or to create jealousy or hostility against
those who successfully launch it. The man who launches a new
industry and provides new jobs in an Irish country town, let
alone in one of the bigger established industrial centres, is likely
to be in the happy position of a prophet who does have honour
in his own country. As more than one informant commented,
his countrymen may still be bemused as to how that particular
individual from that particular family ever achieved so
much.
But though the climate of opinion is not hostile, it does not
emerge from these interviews as particularly encouraging.
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Specifically, informants identify three main areas where action
to create the right climate has fallen short.
(i) Education .for action in a changing and industrialised society:
awareness of world standards (Sections 3 and 4)
The general education of people in Ireland, whether in school,
through the Church, through early work experience, or in the
community at large, has not, informants insist, been such ,as to
breed up people with a capacity and appetite for independent
action, as apart from the role of a functionary under direction.
Too few have acquired even the basic virtues of honesty and
hard work. Too few are practical in the sense of people who
have learnt how to learn, to go about identifying a new
problem and assembling the elements for a workable solution:
or to use their hands as well as their heads. Too few have
acquired the double qualification of academic knowledge and
familiarity with physical things and confidence in working
with them. Too few have been made aware of world standards
of achievement, with the result that too many are either brashly
unaware of the short-comings of Irish standards of performance
in certain areas, or else paralysed by lack of confidence in
what they themselves and the country could achieve if they
faced overseas competition with full understanding. Too few
have been given a clear understanding of tbe practical possi-
bilities of business enterprise and its relation and relevance to
Irish cultural values.
Informants are not educational specialists; they state ends
to be achieved, not educational ways and means. But what
they are asking for falls into categories easily recognisable in
terms of current educational debates. When for example they
ask for a better combination of education by hand and brain,
they are in effect saying that the style of academic education
which was appropriate when it could be taken for granted
that familiarity with handwork and physical achievement
would be gained at home on the farm, or in the shop or craft
workshop, is no longer sufficient in an industrialised society
where, for most people, physical work activities have been
removed far from the home. Arensberg and Kimball’s [53]
picture of the physical work apprenticeship served, naturally
and automatically, by the sons and daughters of traditional
Western farmers in their home and community is no longer
representative even of farming. As regards the son or daughter
of a Dublin civil servant or factory worker it is totally remote
from reality. Socialist countries, in China or Eastern Europe,
have made a principle of fusing together education by hand
and brain in preparation for life in a modern society. Without
necessarily proposing that particular model, informants are
raising here an issue recognisable to educationalists throughout
the world.
When, again, informants ask for education for action, and
especially for independent action, they point directly to certain
areas of development in educational thinking. Education for
achievement in McClelland’s sense, to develop tile qualities
which will lead a man or woman to seek out new problems
and orgauise their solution, not merely to follow custom and
practice or a superior’s directions, is ,as has been said already
beginning to be built into the practice of management educa-
tion, among others by the Irish Management Institute. John
Raven and others at The Economic and Social Research
Institute have been concerned with ways and means ofbuilding
it into general education at tile level of schools and colleges.
Raven’s study on the attitudes of Irish teachers [54] confirms
that the entrepreneurs interviewed have put their finger on
an area of real confusion in Irish education, as regards both
education for action and tile relevance to tile brighter as well
as the less bright pupils of education by hand as well as brain.
This is, of course, not only a question for Ireland. The
writer has reason to think, from his own experience in manage-
ment education in Britain, that there is a problem here for
British managers as well, and that this problem goes back to
features in British education and British society generally which
have tended to produce a "reactive" rather than a "motivated"
society.
In another context the writer has traced the necessary shift
in a swiftly changing society fl’om fixed rules of conduct, which
can be defined and enforced by the authority of the Church
and the community, to a more flexible approach whicb throws
on individuals and social groups tbe responsibility for defining
the problems facing them and the rules of conduct applicable
to them. They will, no doubt, need advice and guidance from
the Church and social institutions, and an ultimate point of
reference in a limited number of fixed and permanent prin-
ciples. But, within very wide limits, the initiative and the
authority to decide on rules of conduct and their application
must lie with those individuals and groups in actual contact
with each situation. The writer has summarised elsewhere the
implications which are being, and need to be, drawn from this
in management education. Others have been concerned with
the same issue as it applies to the scbool curriculum [55].
When, finally, informants speak of the need for awareness of
world standards, the point will be obvious to anyone who has
followed, for example, the development of social science in
Ireland over the last two decades. It cannot be said that the
younger generation of Irish economists: psychologists, or
sociologists are unfamiliar with world standards in their fields
or fall short of them. But it is well within the writer’s memory
when, with one or two conspicuous individual exceptions, this
was not so. It may be that informants under-estimate the rate
of progress in tbis direction in the fields with which they are
concerned. But if they state from practical experience tbat they
still see a problem, their comment deserves to be taken
seriously.
One of the most practically useful points in this report is
the proposal that the State should set up a deliberate and
subsidised programme of study tours abroad for experienced
executives and technical staff: and, generally, should pay more
attention to the "gatekeeper" function in promoting the flow
of overseas contacts and experience. OECD’s report on
National Science Policies--Ireland links a plan of this sort to
proposals for the universities to do more to encourage an
entrepreneurial attitude in their students:
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A scheme based on a university-IDA joint effort might be
contemplated along the following lines:
(i) A screening process would guide tile most promising
undergraduates towards an "entrepreneurial course".
These students would be attracted into the course by
means of sizeable grants or by endowing it with con-
siderable prestige.
(ii) The curriculum would deal with such entrepreneurial
subjects as marketing, accounting, management, and
the like.
(iii) At the end of tile course, a travel grant would be
awarded so that each graduate could personally
investigate possible openings for products on foreign
markets, in close liaison with the Irish Export Board
(CTT).
(iv) After thus surveying the field, the fiJture entrepreneur
would be put on tilt payroll of the IDA and would
develop the technical side of his product, investigate
the equipment needed tbr its manufacture, and work
out tlle financing programme with the IDA. A business
could then be started up [56].
Informants in the present enquiry differ from these proposals
in certain important details. Tile point made by at least some of
them was about the need to give an entrepreneurial slant to
courses in many fields, not necessarily to steer students into a
specialised entrepreneurial course. They were also concerned
as much with people already in business and management as
with students, and not necessarily with graduates alone. But
on a broader view tile coincidence of thinking between the
OECD report and the present enquiry is close.
On the specific point of education for action at school and
college level, informants thinking runs so close to what has
emerged in some British discussions, centred on tile proposals
of tile.James Committee on Teacher Education and Training [57]
and of the White Paper on Education--a Framework for Ea~an-
sion [58], that it seemed worthwhile to include as an Appendix
a practical example of the direction which some polytechnic
teachers in Britain think that tile new general Diploma
courses now proposed for British higher education should take.
(ii) Awareness of the social value and practical possibilities of
industrial enterprise (Sections l, 2 and 3). The gospel of industrial
enterprise has still, as informants rightly insist, to be preached
to the unconverted. It has not reached enough of the people in
distribution, services, and other long-established Irish business
activities who could well have both the capacity and the
resources to take an industrial initiative. It is much less true of
Ireland than of other countries with higlaer ratios of employees
to self-employed that to quote a recent American report,
"knowledge about self-employment in this country is a quite
well-kept secret" [59]. Tile farm, the shop, the pub, tile
professional practice, are part of the family if not the personal
background of a higher proportion of people in Ireland than
in other developed countries. But there is less familiarity in
Ireland than, for example, in parts of London or in the West
Midlands of Britain with industrial self-employment and the
founding of new industrial enterprises. Informants are right to
stress that there has not been enough doorstep work "going
round the country on a bicycle", to reach those hitherto inert,
as apart from waiting for those who themselves make the first
move.
Nor has the meaning of enterprise been got over strongly
enough to tile general population especially through tile schools.
The schools have not done enough to make girls and boys
aware of the opportunities of entrepreneurial action, tile
practical ways of seizing them, or the rewards which can follow.
In particular, the message that the life and career of a successful
entrepreneur is a good one from the point of view of social
responsibility and of work satisfaction, as well as of income and
wealth, has not been transmitted. Nor has a true understanding
of the nature and social significance of profit.
(iii) Multiplying initiative by many agencies (Section I). Nor,
finally, has enough been done to multiply the preachers of the
gospel and the searchers for new enterprises, and to build a
network of local initiative and co-operation in support of it, by
more effectively involving local agencies--not always or
necessarily local authorities--in IDA’s drive for new industry
on the lines indicated in Section 7. The question of a more
organised effort to encourage large established firms to help
to launcb new independent Irish industrial enterprises is again
relevant here.
This is not simply a matter of business efficiency. It also
concerns the health and capacity for participation and self-
management of local communities as such. The informant who
argued that stronger encouragement of local initiatives could
be a major means, not merely of increasing the amount of new
enterprise, but of bringing new life and dynamism to local
government and to local communities themselves, made a
valid and most important point.
The accent laid by informants on these general social or
cultural deficiencies, as apart from questions about the
economic and technical support system or about management,
is as has been stressed the most important finding of this report.
The range of agencies from which action to correct these
deficiencies is called for is very wide; families, schools and
colleges, employers, agencies such as IDA, and the State and
the Church themselves. But so also is likely to be the impact
of successful programmes to correct them. To repeat the point
made at the end of the last section, what informants explicitly
or by implication are calling for is not some culturally valueless
or even damaging training of a narrowly technological kind.
Their criticism is that Irish culture is defective as a seed-bed
for enterprise in that it fails to generate among Irish people
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enough of certain human qualities which have general value,
or to release widespread enougb initiative. The action to which
they point as needed to create a better climate for enterprise
is action to raise the general civic and personal capacity of the
Irish people and to widen their opportunity to use it. And the
attractive and rcsponsible pattern of living and working which
entrepreneurs, judging by these interviews, tend to create for
themselves is itself a positive contribution towards doing this.
Appendix
EXTRACT from the report of a working party at the North-
East London Polytechnic, Diploma of Higher Education--a
Proposal, October i972.
8. On this hasis, and on the hasis of an appraisal of tile
destination of many such people in tile past, we identify the
following major career areas:




The Dip HE is not intended to provide an adequate terminal
qualification for entry to any career in these fields, nor are
these fields the only ones for which Dip HE would provide an
adequate general education. It is hoped that the programme
will make a significant contribution to the provision of highly
skilled recruits for employment in North-East London.
9. Objectives
Tile student’s objectives in the programme are conceived as
those of a general education defined in terms of skills relevant
to tile ultimate vocational objectives. The working party
attaches great significance to the choice of this approach to
the definition of general education rather than the more
conventional one, followed by the James Committee, of defini-
tion in terms of subject knowledge. It recognises that pro-
grammes based on either definition will have much in common
but believes that the distinction is an important one of principle.
In particular it means that the student’s successful completion
of the Dip HE will depend upon tests of what he can do rather
than tests of what he knows. Tile justification of this approach
is the observation that criteria of skill rather than those of
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knowledge are the most appropriate in the selection of candi-
dates for employment or further education and training in the
fields with which we are mainly concerned.
1o. This approach depends on the validity of an assumption
that there is a wide range of skills that can be defincd and
assessed which constitute a common base for the employm.ent
and/or further education and training we have postulated for
Dip HE students. We believe that this is so and that these
basic skills are common to all forms of academic and pro-
fessional work. Our problem then becomes the definition of
these skills and the means whereby students with a wide range
of background and interest may acquire them.
I i. We define these skills tentatively as follows:
(a) the ability to develop alternative ideas about a situation
(b) the ability to formulate objectives and to do so in terms
of the means for achieving them
(c) the ability to relate this thinking to established bodies
of thought and knowledge and thereby to make use of
these
(d) the ability to identify within a situation personal
problems of value judgement and decision
(e) the ability to work in association and collaboration with
other people; associated skills of communication and
social relationships including--
(f) the search~ selection and use of written, graphical and
oral material
(g) the techniques of creating and organising such material,
including the skills of writing and speaking with purpose
in a variety of situations
(h) the Formal and informal conduct of group activity in
committees, seminars and work teams
(i) the use ofmathematical and other formal aids to thought
and analysis
(j) certain rote and mechanical skills
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It will be necessary for the student to develop the co-ordinated
use of these skills in planning and taking effective action in
situations with which he is confronted.
12. The working party acknowledged possible objections to,
and difficulties in, this form of definition of objectives. In
particular it rccognises that these general skills can be practised
and demonstrated only in specific fields and activities and that
this practice and demonstration may be trivial if the student’s
experience of the specific field is superficial. However, the
working party is firmly of the opinion that, in practice, the
modern world rightly judges the general educational achieve-
ment of a man or woman by such skills, adaptable to many
different activities, rather than by the more conventional
criteria of general knowledge of a range of subjects and informa-
tion.
Hitherto these skills have been generally regarded as the
by-product of an academic education in subjects. In our
conception these skills become the primary objectives. The
study of academic subjects is conceived along with other
student activities in the programme ,as a means or a vehicle
for their achievement; knowledge of a subject is not a necessary
objective in itself.
For the student tficse generalised skills arc not ends in them-
selves but the means to subsequent ends in education, training,
career and a subsequent life outside tbe academic environment.
An essential objective of the Dip HE programme must there-
fore be to assist the student in formulating his subsequent
objectives and preparing himself for their achievement. To
the skills listed we must therefore add to the objectives of the
programme the formulation and cultivation of tile student’s
academic and career interests and the development of a sense
of purpose so that on completion of the programme the student
has a clear idea of his next step and a welt-founded confidence
to take it.
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